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The purpose of this proceeding is to allocate approximately $300 million in 2004-05 

Section 11 1 cable royalties among four claimant groups -- the Settling Parties, Program 

Suppliers, Canadians and Devotionals. There is no dispute that, as in the prior three Phase I 

proceedings, the sole distribution criterion is "relative marketplace value." See SP PFOF 1752- 

56 in&. The central issue is whether the studies offered by the Settling Parties, the Program 

Suppliers or the Canadians (the Devotionals offered no study) provide the best estimates of that 

value. This issue is virtually identical to the issue that occupied the attention of the CARP in the 

1998-99 distribution proceeding and produced a 20,000 page record. 

The Settling Parties seek an award based upon the results of (a) the 2004-05 Bortz 

constant sum surveys of cable operator valuations of distant signal non-network programming, as 

adjusted to account for issues raised in the 1998-99 CARP Report, and (b) the 2004-05 Zarakas 

study of the value of music in programming, which also is intended to respond to issues raised 

by the 1998-99 CARP. The Settling Parties rely upon the 2004-05 Waldfogel regression analysis 

(and other record evidence) as providing corroboration of the 2004-05 Bortz results in the same 

manner that the 1998-99 CARP relied upon the comparable Rosston regression analysis to 

corroborate the 1998-99 Bortz results. The Settling Parties strongly oppose use of fee generation 

and each of the studies sponsored by Program Suppliers to determine the 2004-05 royalty 

awards. 

For the reasons set forth below, the Settling Parties believe the record in this proceeding 
.. and applicable precedent establish that they are entitled to no less than the following 2004-05 

>.  royalty shares: ' 

I See 17 U.S.C. 8 803(a) (I) (requiring the Judges to act "on the basis" of "a written record" and "prior 
determinations and interpretations of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, Librarian of Congress, the Register of 
Copyrights, copyright arbitration royalty panels (to the extent those determinations are not inconsistent with a 
decision of the Librarian of Congress or the Register of Copyrights), and the Copyright Royalty Judges (to the extent 
those determinations are not inconsistent with [certain decisions of the Register] . . . , and decisions of the court of 
appeals. . ."); National Ass'n of Broadcasters v. Copyright Royalty Tribunal, 772 F.2d 922, 932 @.C. Cir. 1985) 
(change in prior award may be supported by evidence showing changed circumstances or evidence tending to show 
that past conclusions were incorrect). 



Settling Parties' 
Proposed 2004-05 

Cable Royalty Awards 

The specific calculations underlying the above awards, and proposed awards for other parties, 
are set forth in Appendix. The Settling Parties have agreed among themselves on how to divide 
the royalty shares that the Judges allocate to them. By way of comparison, the individual awards 
that the Settling Parties received in the 1998-99 proceeding totaled as follows: 

Settling Parties' 
1998-99 Cable Royalty Awards 

As this suggests, Settling Parties believe that the record of this proceeding warrants a slight 
increase from the royalty awards they received in the 1998-99 proceeding. 



[. The Bortz Constant Sum Surveys Of Cable Operators Have A Twenty-Five Year 
Track Record Of Providing Methodologically Sound, Fully Vetted, Reliable, and 
Valid Estimates Of Relative Marketplace Values. 

In its review of the CRT's decision allocating the 1979 cable royalties, the U.S. Court of 

Appeals for the DC Circuit made clear that it is entirely appropriate to rely upon constant sum 

surveys of cable operator distant signal program valuations in allocating the Section 11 1 cable 

royalties: 

Indeed, given Congress' evident intent to have the [CRT] operate 
as a substitute for direct negotiations (which were thought to be 
impractical) among cable operators and copyright owners, see 
House Report at 89, [the Court] find[s] the [CRT's] receptiveness 
to evidence simulating the commercial attitudes of the "buyers" in 
this supplanted marketplace to be more than reasonable. 

Christian Broad. Network, Inc. v. CRT, 720 F.2d 1295, 1306 (D.C. 1983) ("CBN v. C R T )  

(rejecting Program Suppliers' argument that the CRT in the 1979 distribution proceeding should 

not have relied upon JSC's constant sum survey of cable operator program valuations). Since 

that decision, the Judges' predecessors, as well as most of the parties themselves, have 

increasingly glven greater (and, ultimately, determinative) weight to constant sum surveys of 

cable operators in allocating the Section 11 1 cable royalties. 

A. Bortz Media Has Continuously Refined And Improved Its Constant Sum 
Cable Operator Surveys Over A Period Of Twenty-Five Years. 

Bortz Media & Sports Group ("Bortz Media") is a market research firm with substantial 

experience involving the cable television and programming industries. JSC initially 

commissioned Bortz Media to design and execute (with the assistance of several other experts) a 

constant sum survey of cable operator distant signal program valuations for the year 1983. A 

principal objective of that survey was to improve upon the constant sum surveys that JSC had 

sponsored during the first three cable royalty distribution proceedings (1978, 1979 and 1980). 

CTV also commissioned a constant sum survey of cable operator distant signal program 

valuations for 1983 with the same objective. The two 1983 cable operator studies were 

conducted entirely independent of each other and employed slightly different methodologies. 

Nevertheless, they obtained results that were virtually identical. See CRT, Determination in 



1983 Cable Royalty Distribution Proceeding, 51 Fed. Reg. 12792, 12796, 12798 ("1983 CRT 

Determination"); SP PFOF 7163-71. 

Although CTV has not commissioned another cable operator survey, Bortz Media has 

conducted such surveys for every year since 1986, whether there was a litigated proceeding for 

that year or not. 'over the decades, Bortz Media has continually sought to refine its survey in 

response to issues raised in the litigated distribution proceedings. E.g., CRT, Determination in 

the 1989 Cable Royalty Distribution Proceeding, 57 Fed. Reg. 15286, 15300 (1992) ("1989 CRT 

Determination") ("[Tlhe Bortz survey has taken important steps to improve the validity and 

reliability of its results. The high standards of procedure that obtained in the 1983 survey were 

again followed in the 1989 survey. In addition, the Bortz survey made some key 

improvements"). See generally Bortz Study (SP Ex. 2) at 28-41 ; SP PFOF 1173-85, 13 1. 

For example, Bortz Mcdia added the Canadians and Devotionals to the surveys after the 

CRT criticized Bortz Media for not including these categories in the 1983 survey. See 1983 

CRT Determination, 51 Fed. Keg. at 12810; 1989 CRT Determination, 57 Fed. Reg. at 15293. 

Bortz Media also made changes in the program category definitions in response to CRT 

concerns -- although, for reasons Bortz Media explained, it resisted the use of the type of 

program examples that Program Suppliers had demanded (and uses unsuccessfblly with their 

Gruen cable subscriber surveys) See Bortz Study (SP Ex. 2) at 30-31; 1989 CRT Determination, 

57 Fed. Reg. at 15293. In response to the CRT, Bortz Media asked the respondents to allocate 

100% of a fixed program budget rather than an artificial amount of $100, and it interviewed 

"cable system operators because of their more detailed knowledge of programming at the local 

level" rather than MSO executives who had been interviewed in the earlier surveys. See 1983 

CRT Determination, 51 Fed. Reg. at 12795-96 & 12810; 1989 CRT Determination, 57 Fed. Reg. 

at 15292; Bortz Study (SP Ex. 2) at 29-30. 

Notwithstanding these and other changes prompted by the experience of the distribution 

proceedings, the basic approach of the Bortz survey has remained generally the same -- 

professional executive interviewers ask randomly-selected samples of knowledgeable cable 

operators (those who pay the Section 11 1 royalties at issue) how they themselves would allocate 

a fixed budget for the non-network distant signal programming categories they actually carried 



based upon the relative values of those categories in attracting and retaining subscribers to their 

cable systems. See Bortz Study (SP. Ex. 2) at 1-2; SP PFOF 1186-95, 131. The results of the 

I Bortz surveys over twenty-five years also have remained generally consistent and have 
! 

repeatedly demonstrated that time-based "tonnage" and "viewing" shares do not equate to 

relative market value. These results are set forth in the Bortz Study (SP Ex. 2) at 23 and are 

reprinted in SP PFOF 1131. 

B. The Parties Have Presented A Substantial Amount Of Evidence Over Several 
Distribution Proceedings In Support Of A Constant Sum Methodology In  
General, And The Bortz Surveys In Particular, As Providing The Best 
Approach To Determining Relative Market Value. 

JSC and other claimants have presented evidence in the various cable royalty distribution 

proceedings from numerous survey experts, market researchers, economists, statisticians, 

valuation experts and cable industry executives concerning the Bortz constant sum surveys of 

cable operators. That evidence has demonstrated that the constant sum approach is the best 

available method for determining the relative market values of the different categories of distant 

signal non-network programming; the Bortz s w e y s  meet the professional standards of reliable 

and valid survey research; and the Bortz survey results accord with marketplace realities. See SP 

PFOF 7163-85,96-125. 

All the programming claimants (JSC, CTV, PTV, Canadians, Devotionals and Program 

Suppliers) have thus come to rely upon the constant sum survey approach in the Section 111 

distribution proceedings. Even the Program Suppliers, for the first time in this proceeding, now 

support use of constant sum surveys -- although they have advocated a methodologically- 
. . . . ... deficient survey of cable subscribers rather than cable operators. All the programming 

claimants, with the exception of Program Suppliers and Canadians, support the Bortz constant 

sum surveys of cable operators in this proceeding. While the Canadians use a combination of 

their constant sum survey results and fee generation, their one survey that followed the Bortz 

approach (and compared programming on Canadian signals with programming on U.S. signals) 

led to results consistent with the Bortz results. See SP PFOF 1163,482,650. 



C. The CRT and CARPS Increasingly Accorded Greater Weight To The Bortz 
Constant Sum Survey Results. 

In the 1983 proceeding, the CRT listed certain concerns with the Bortz and CTV constant 

sum surveys that precluded the CRT from according those surveys greater weight than the 

Nielsen viewing data sponsored by the Program Suppliers. See 1983 CRT Determination, 51 

Fed. Reg. at 12808-10. JSC and others sought to address those concerns in the 1989 proceeding. 

Based on the record in the 1989 proceeding, the CRT increased the weight that had been 

accorded the cable operator surveys (and decreased the weight that had been accorded the 

Nielsen studies) in prior proceedings. See 1989 CRT Determination, 57 Fed. Reg. at 15302 

(referring to the "new weight" accorded the Bortz results). The CRT found the "Bortz survey to 

be valid, and a key part of our determination." Id. at 15301. Where the Bortz results were 

"corroborated" with other evidence, the CRT accorded those results "substantial weight." Id. 

The CRT, however, expressed certain "concerns" with the survey that "affected [its] allocation." 

Id. 

In the 1990-92 proceeding, the witnesses presented by JSC and other parties sought to 

address the 1989 CRT's concerns. After devoting more than forty pages of its report in the 

1990-92 proceeding to analyzing the Bortz and Nielsen studies, the CARP agreed that the weight 

accorded the Bortz surveys should be increased further (and the weight accorded the Nielsen 

studies should again be decreased) - although the CARP split on how much weight was 

appropriate. 

I 
The CAW majority found that the Bortz study is "well designed," 1990-92 CARP Report 

at 66, and did not suggest any changes in the survey methodology. They also found that the 

Bortz survey "focused more directly than any other evidence to the issue presented: relative 

market value," id at 65, explaining that: 

The critical significance of the Bortz surveys is the essential 
question it poses to cable system operators, that is: What is the 
relative value of the type of programming actually broadcast in 
terms of attracting and retaining subscribers? That is largely the 
question the Panel poses when it constructs a simulated market. 
Further, the question asks the cable system operator to consider the 
same categories we are presented here in the form of claimant 



groups -that is, sports, movies, and the others. That is also what 
the Panel must do. 

Id. at 65.  Thus, the CARP majority concluded, the Bortz survey is "highly valuable in 

determining market value." Id. at 66. However, they also said that there were conceptual 

"limitations" to the survey that "precluded its acceptance m." Id. 

The dissenting CARP member did not share the majority's concerns. He concluded that 

the Bortz survey is the best tool available for measuring relative values in the relevant 

marketplace and that it should receive far more weight than it does . . . ." 1990-92 CARP Report 

at 170 (dissenting opinion). That is because the Bortz survey "focuses conectly on the cable 

operator as the key player, asks the economically significant questionand accurately provides the 

best estimates of relative value in the marketplace that actually existed." Id. He explained that 

the conceptual "limitations" perceived by the majority do not provide a basis for discounting the 

Bortz results, noting furtherthat: 

Most of the expert witnesses who testified agreed that the Bortz 
survey was correctly designed and executed and whatever 
shortcomings it may have are relatively minor in comparison to its 
attributes. In response to suggestions and official Tribunal 
criticism over the years, it has evolved to measure the correct 
variable and to provide the most accurate results of relative 
marketplace value. 

Id. at 171. 

D. The 1998-99 CARP, In The Last Litigated Distribution Proceeding To 
Address The Issue, Accorded Determinative Weight To The Bortz Survey 
Results In Setting The PS, JSC and CTV Awards. And It Concluded That 
Those Results Set A Floor For PTV. The Register, Librarian And Court Of 
Appeals Affirmed The CARP'S Determination. 

In the 1998-99 proceeding, JSC and other parties sought to address the "conceptual" 

limitations that 1990-92 CARP identified regarding the Bortz surveys. After considering that 

evidence and applicable precedent, the CARP determined that none of those conceptual 

limitations provides a proper basis for discounting the Bortz results. It concluded that the "Bortz 

survey is clearly the best measure of relative marketplace value" and it accepted 



the Bortz survey as an extremely robust (powerfully and reliably 
predictive) model for determining relative market value for PS, 
JSC and NAB -- for both the Basic Fund and the 3.75% Fund. 
Indeed, for reasons discussed infra, we find that the Bortz survey is 
more reliable than any other methodology presented in this 
proceeding for determining the relative marketplace value of these 
three claimant groups. Bortz also establishes a Basic Fund floor . . . 
for PTV. 

lieport of the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel in Docket No. 2001-08 CD 98-99 at 52,31 

(Oct. 21,2003) ("1998-99 CARP Report"), affd Final Order Issued by Librarian of Congress in 

Docket No. 2001-8 CARP CD 98-99,69 Fed. Reg. 3606,3609 (January 26,2004) ("1998-99 

Librarian Order"), affdProgram Suppliers v. Librarian of Congress, 409 F.3d 395,400 (D.C. 

Cir. 2005) ("%gram Suppliers v. Librarian"). The CARP noted that its decision to tie the PS, 

JSC and CTV awards directly to the Bortz results -- and not to rely upon raw or adjusted viewing 

data in fashioning these awards -- was the "natural evolution of a discernible trend" where 

"[s]uccessive decision-makers have been according greater and greater weight to Bortz, and 

concomitantly lesser weight to [the] Nielsen" viewing data that had been the cornerstone of the 

CRT's early distribution decisions. Id. at 53. See Program Suppliers v. Librarian, 409 F.3d at 

399-400 (referring to "adjudicatory trend" of "increased dependence on Bortz"). 

Program Suppliers challenged on appeal the decision of the Register and Librarian to 

affirm the 1998-99 CARP's reliance upon Bortz rather than Nielsen. See Program Suppliers v. 

Librarian, 409 F.3d at 401 ("Program Suppliers are unhappy because the Librarian, in allocating 

most awards, accepted the CARP's decision to rely solely on the Bortz survey and not at all on 

the Nielsen study:.) The Justice Department defended the decisions of the CARP, Register and 

Librarian in the 1998-99 proceeding, explaining: "This Court long ago recognized the validity of 

the panel's view that the Bortz study is superior to the Nielsen study for purposes of cable 

royalty determinations." Brief for Respondent Librarian of Congress in Program Suppliers v. 

Librarian at 34 (filed Dec. 14,2004), citing CBN v. CRT. The Court of Appeals agreed, finding 

the Program Suppliers' challenge to the Bortz surveys "meritless." See Program Suppliers v. 

Librarian, 409 F.3d at 401. The Court of Appeals held that the CARP "was free to rely 

exclusively upon [the Bortz] survey," stating: 



We detect nothing either arbitrary or capricious about using 
relative market value as the key criterion for allocating awards. 
Indeed, it makes perfect sense to compensate copyright owners by 
awarding them what they would have gotten relative to other 
owners absent a compulsory licensing scheme. . . . Bortz 
adequately measured the key criterion of relative market value. 
Moreover, as the CARP put it, Bortz "subsumes inter alia all 
viewing data that a CSO might consider when assessing relative 
value of programming groups." 

Id. at 402 (citation omitted). 

11. The Record In This Proceeding Confirms That The 2004-05 Bortz Surveys Provide 
Reliable And Valid Estimates Of Relative Marketplace Values. 

The 1998-99 CARP stated that its decision to rely exclusively upon the Bortz results in 

setting certain awards was based upon the record before it and recognized that future records 

could produce different results. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 53 ("We certainly do not suggest 

that in future proceedings Bortz results should necessarily be mechanically adopted to set the 

awards for PS, JSC and NAB"). The record in this proceeding, however, affords no proper basis 

for departing from the CARP'S conclusion (affirmed by the Register, Librarian and Court of 

Appeals) that the Bortz surveys provide the best available estimates of the relative market values 

of JSC, CTV and PS programming (and a floor for PTV programming). To the contrruy, the 

record in this proceeding confirms that the 2004-05 Bortz surveys, like the 1998-99 Bortz 

surveys, provide reliable and valid estimates of those values. Moreover, aspects of the Bortz 

surveys presented in this proceeding have resolved the issues that prevented the 1998-99 CARP 

from relying on the Bortz survey results as a basis for the Canadians' award. 

A. The 2004-05 Bortz Surveys Are Methodologically Sound. 

The 1998-99 CARP concluded the Bortz survey had "been improved and perfected over 

the years to the point where few doubt its robustness and accuracy." Id. at 52. Indeed, the 1998- 

99 CARP did not suggest that Bortz should make any changes in the methodology of the 

surveys -- including the program categories used in those surveys. See also 1998-99 CARP 

Report at 18-19 (noting that the 1990-92 CARP conceded that the survey was "well designed" 

and did not suggest any specific methodological changes) (citation omitted). Numerous experts 

in prior distribution proceedings have offered testimony demonstrating that the Bortz surveys are 

properly designed and executed. See SP PFOF fl63-85. 



In this proceeding, Mr. Trautman of Bortz Media testified that the 2004-05 Bortz surveys 

followed the same procedures, and met the same high standards, as the 1998-99 Bortz surveys 

upon which the 1998-99 CARP relied. Furthermore, Dr. Gregory Duncan of the University of 

California at Berkeley, a qualified expert in survey research, see Tr. 2502 (Duncan), determined 

that the conclusions of the 1998-99 CARP concerning, and those of various survey experts who 

have evaluated, the prior Bortz surveys apply equally to the 2004-05 Bortz surveys. Dr. Duncan 

explained that the 2004-05 surveys are "methodologically sound;" they are "based on sound 

principles and tested methods" and were "conducted in such a way that [their] results can be 

deemed reliable." Duncan WDT (SP Ex. 1) at 11. Dr. Duncan's testimony and other record 

evidence (including the testimony of Mr. Trautman of Bortz Media, who has substantial survey 

experience involving the cable industry) demonstrate that the 2004-05 Bortz surveys followed 

the same high professional standards as the 1998-99 surveys to which the 1998-99 CARP 

accorded determinative weight. See SP PFOF 7198-125. 

The Program Suppliers did not present any witness to rebut Dr. Duncan's testimony 

supporting the Bortz survey methodology; nor did they present anyone qualified as a survey 

expert to testify concerning that methodology. While the Program Suppliers offered the same 

criticisms of the Bortz methodology that they have offered (and which were rejected) in prior 

proceedings (such as those relating to program categorization), they failed to provide empirical 

support for any of those criticisms (as instructed to do by the Register and Librarian in the 1998- 

99 proceeding). See infra pages 20-28 (discussing criticisms); SP PFOF W267-72. 

The Canadians' witnesses offered in this proceeding some of the same criticisms of the 

dortz methodology that they offered in prior proceedings. As discussed below, these criticisms 

also are unsupported by any empirical evidence and are unfounded. While the 1998-99 CARP 

did not use the Bortz surveys to determine the Canadians' award, the record in this proceeding 

provides a stronger basis than any prior record for accepting the Bortz methodology (rather than 

fee generation) to set the Canadians' 2004-05 award. See SP PFOF 77297-308,325-36, 570-671. 

At the least, however, as the Canadians' witnesses acknowledged, those criticisms do not affect 

the Bortz results for Program Suppliers, JSC and CTV. See SP PFOF 11125,305. 



The Devotionals, who support the Bortz results, offered no criticism of the Bortz 

methodology. 

B. The 2004-05 Bortz Surveys Provide Reliable Estimates Of Relative 
Marketplace Values In The Relevant Hypothetical Marketplace. 

The 1998-99 CARP determined that, in a hypothetical marketplace absent compulsory 

licensing, negotiations for distant signal programming would most likely occur between 

individual cable operators (or perhaps MSOs or a collective that they might form), on the one 

hand, and individual broadcast stations that would act as intermediaries for copyright owners and 

that would license all the copyrighted programming broadcast by each station, on the other hand. 

As a result, cahle system operators (or MSOs or a collective) would bargain for a fixed quantity, 

meaning that the supply curve for each type of programming would remain vertical, i.e., the 

supply of programming would remain the same irrespective of the price. Thus, the "demand 

side" (the cahle operators' perspective) would determine relative values of each type of 

programming. Under these circumstances, the CARP concluded, the Bortz surveys of cable 

operator program demand provide the best evidence of relative market value. See 1998-99 

CARP Report at 1 1 - 13. 

The Program Suppliers argued that this "description of the hypothetical marketplace is 

fundamentally flawed, produces absurd results, and must be rejected." The Register and 

Librarian, however, dismissed the Program Suppliers' argument. See 1998-99 Librarian Order, 

69 Fed. Reg. at 3614. As the Register and Librarian explained, "While Program Suppliers may 

disagree with the Panel's consideration of the hypothetical marketplace and in particular its 

conclusion that it is the perspective of cable operators that best determines how much different 

categories of programming would be worth, the Panel's actions are based on prior decisions." Id. 

at 3614. 

Again, nothing in the record of this proceeding warrants a departure from,prior decisions. 

Rather, the record confirms, consistent with precedent, that in the relevant hypothetical 

marketplace broadcasters would likely act as intermediaries between copyright owners and cable 

operators; the supply of programming would be fixed; demand would determine the relative 

market values of each type of distant signal non-network programming; and thus the relative 



values that cable operators attach to the different categories of such programming provide the 

best evidence of the relative market values of that programming. See Crawford WRT (SP Ex. 

52) at 12-13; Tr. 2408-16 (Crawford); McLaughlin WDT (SP Ex. 6) at 1; SP PFOF 7757-61, 

189, 444-59. Because the Bortz survey results reflect the relative values that cable operators 

attach to the different categories of distant signal non-network programming, those results 

provide the best evidence of relative market values of those program categories. 

The testimony of Dr. Robert Crandall, a Brookings economist with substantial experience 

involving the cable and broadcast industries, supports that conclusion: 

The advantage of the constant sum survey is that it attempts to 
measure the relative value that cable system operators place on 
various program categories. Since these operators would make the 
program purchasing decisions in the marketplace that would exist 
but for the compulsory copyright license, this type of survey 
provides the best information on the operation of the hypothetical 
marketplace in the absence of actual data on programming 
purchases, which do not exist. 

Crandall WDT (SP Ex. 3) at 8; see also Tr. 228 (Crandall) (Bortz survey is "the best source of 

information on relative marketplace values"). As Dr. Crandall observed, that conclusion also finds 

support in the testimony of various economists (and other experts) who in prior proceedings have 

considered whether the Bortz results provide a reliable and valid estimate of relative market 

values. Crandall WDT (SP Ex. 3) at 8; see also McLaughlin WDT (SP Ex. 6) at 8 8But  for two 

factors [requiring adjustment], the Bortz survey results would show how the cable operators 

themselves would have allocated the compulsory licensing royalties they paid to cany that 

programming"); Calfee WRT (CDN Ex. R-3) at 11 (economist testifying on behalf of the 

Canadians criticized the Bortz survey insofar as it applies to the Canadians but stated that the 

survey "appears sound in its treatments of the major program categories . . ."); id. at 9 ("Bortz 

study may be usehl for large categories like sports, movies and series, and local commercial 

television programming"); Tr. 3074-75 (Calfee) ('7 cannot rule out the possibility that [Bortz] 

provides a reasonably accurate relative value for the large categories"). 

The Program Suppliers' economist, Dr. George Ford, advanced the same arguments that 

the Program Suppliers advanced in prior proceedings -- e.g., that the Bortz surveys do not reflect 



market values and fail to account for the amounts of programming being retransmitted. Dr. Ford 

also offered his own novel version of the hypothetical marketplace to justify his analysis that 

ignores cable operator valuations altogether. For the reasons discussed below, neither Dr. Ford's 

testimony nor anything else in the record of this proceeding provides a proper basis for changing 

the nature of the hypothetical marketplace or the conclusion that the Bortz results best reflect 

relative program values in that marketplace. See inza pages 24-28; SP PFOF 11416-81. 

C. Independent Record Evidence Corroborates The Results Of The 2004-05 
Bortz Surveys 

In tying the PS, JSC and CTV awards directly to the Bortz results, the 1998-99 CARP 

noted that the results of the multiple regression analysis offered by CTV witness Dr. Gregory 

Rosston "when considered within their confidence intervals, generally corroborate the Bortz 

results." 1998-99 CARP Report at 53. The record in this proceeding provides not only a 

comparable regression analysis to help corroborate the Bortz results for all parties (other than the 

Devotionals); it also provides additional evidence confirming those results. 

1. Waldfogel Regression Analysis. 

Although the 1998-99 CARP did not adopt the Rosston regression analysis as an 

independent method for determining relative value, in part because of a "lack of any historical 

bases for assessing reliability," 1998-99 CARP Report at 48, the CARP concluded that 

it is useful as a confirmatory or corroborating study and, if 
volatility and variability are improved, similar analyses may prove 
useful for directly measuring relative values in future years. 

1998-99 CARP Report. at 50 (footnote omitted); see also id. ("Panel takes some comfort in that 

the Rosston analyses tend to corroborate the results of the Bortz survey . . .'3 (footnote omitted). 

In this proceeding, CTV witness Dr. Joel Waldfogel, an economist at the Wharton 

School, conducted a regression analysis that is analogous to the Rosston regression analysis, in 

which he addressed several of the concerns that had been raised about the Rosston study. The 

Waldfogel regression considers the distant signal purchasing behavior of cable operators in 

2004-05. Because of certain arbitrary features of the royalty structure and the fact that distant 

signal programs are purchased in bundles, it is impossible to observe directly the relative prices 



paid for various categories of distant signal programming. But cable operators make economic 

choices when they choose particular distant signals and pay royalties for them. Dr. Waldfogel's 

regression analysis, using extensive data showing what programs were actually carried and what 

royalty fees were actually paid by each Form 3 cable operator, provides useful information about 

the relative values of different types of distant signal programming to cable operators in 2004-05. 

The results of Dr. Waldfogel's study of cable operators' economic behavior, after adjustments to 

allow an apples-to-apples comparison, strongly corroborate the relative value shares measured by 

the Bortz surveys for all categories (other than the Devotionals) -- as was the case with the 

Rosston 1998-99 regression analysis. See SP PFOF y1171-181; 1998-99 CARP Report at 53. 

Dr. Waldfogel's comparison was as follows: 

Implied Royalty Shares Using All Minutes 
Compared to Augmented Bortz Shares 

2004 - 2005 

Estimated Royalty Augmented Bork Share 
Shares 

from Regression ' 2004 2005 Claimant Group 

Program Suppliers 

[I] To be comparable to Bortz shares, royalty shares are calculated using all WGNA minutes but omitting Low Power and Mexican 
[2] Bortz shares taken from the 2009 Testimony of Linda McLaughlin. Mid-points of ranges used for Canadian and P N .  
Source: Waldfogel WDT (SP Ex. 18) at 14. 

Program Suppliers' witness Dr. George Ford and Devotionals' witness Dr. Michael 

Salinger presented rebuttal testimony attacking the Waldfogel regression analysis. Both asserted 

that distant signal royalties are affected by the statutory royalty formula rather than market 

decisions, and that the regression study's results were imprecise and showed variation when 

subgroups of the data were analyzed separately. See SP PFOF 11181-188. The 1998-99 CARP 



considered similar criticisms of the Rosston regression analysis, but nonetheless found it to be 

"useful as a confirmatory or corroborative study" that supported reliance on the Bortz survey 

evidence (at least for the major program categories). 1998-99 CARP Report. at 50; see also id. 

at 48 (1998-99 shares for Canadians and Devotionals were zero). The same conclusion should 

apply here. 

2. Homonoff/Trautman Analysis of Cable Network Marketplace. 

Program Suppliers' witness Howard Homonoff, a Director in the Entertainment, Media 

and Communications Practice of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, noted that the 1998-99 CARP 

envisioned the hypothetical marketplace for distant signal programming as operating "'in the 

same manner as cable networks currently offering programming packages. . . ."' Homonoff 

WDT (PS Ex. 7) quoting 1998-99 CARP Report at 11. According to Mr. Homonoff, 

While the Panel did not go so far as to say that the "hypothetical 
free market" for distant signals would be identical to the cable 
network marketplace, the Panel's broader point as to the utility of 
looking to the cable network marketplace for guidance on a 
hypothetical distant signal marketplace is consistent with my 
experience. A hypothetical marketplace for the acquisition of 
programming on distant signals is closely analogous to the market 
for whole cable networks, which represent a large majority of the 
programming MSOs provide to their subscribers. Following that 
lead, I examine that same cable network marketplace as a guide in 
analyzing the distant signal programming marketplace. 

Homonoff WDT (PS Ex. 7) at 5-6 (emphasis added). 

Mr. Homonoff provided an analysis of the amount of time (or "tonnage") various 

program categories occupied on the telecast schedules of certain cable networks. Mr. Homonoff 

acknowledged that his study was not intended to represent the relative shares of Section 11 1 

royalties that Program Suppliers or any other claimant should receive. See Tr. 1760-61 

(Homonoff). Nor did he suggest that his analysis either corroborated or called into question the 

results of any studies offered in this proceeding. He made only the unsupported claim that 

because there is such a large amount of Program Supplier programming available to cable 

operators and subscribers in the cable network marketplace, the same programming on distant 

signals must be quite valuable. See SP PFOF 77554-63. The 1998-99 CARP, however, drew an 



opposite inference from similar evidence of the growth of cable network programming that it 

believed was comparable to a particular category of distant signal programming. See 1998-99 

CARP Report at 67. 

JSC witness James Trautman of Bortz Media, who has substantial experience valuing 

television programming in the marketplace, also examined the cable network marketplace that 

Mr. Homonoff considered analogous to the distant signal marketplace. In particular, Mr. 

Trautman compared the license fees that various cable networks actually paid in 2004-05 for JSC 

and Program Supplier programming with the amount of time occupied, and viewing generated, 

by that programming. Mr. Trautman's analysis helps corroborate several key findings of the 

Bortz surveys, i.e., (1) JSC's share of distant signal market value is significantly greater than its 

share of time or viewing; (2) Program Suppliers' share of distant signal market value is 

significantly less than its share of time or viewing; and (3) JSC and Program Suppliers' shares of 

distant signal market value are approximately the same. See SP PFOF W191-200,475-81. 

For example, following its conversion from the most widely-carried distant signal to a 

cable network, TBS entered into marketplace negotiations with Major League Baseball for the 

right to televise the games of the Atlanta Braves outside their home territory. The prices that 

TBS paid for programming following its conversion provide perhaps the clearest indication of 

the relative market value of at least the JSC and Program Suppliers programming on 

superstations with nationwide cable carriage (such as WGN). 

TBS paid $175 million (or over 24% of TBS' 2004-05 programming budget) for just the 

rights to televise the Braves in 2004-05; the remainder of that programming budget went for the 

production of those Braves' telecasts and rights payments to the Braves, the rights to televise 

some other JSC (NCAA) events, and Program Suppliers' programming. TBS allocated more 

than 24% of its programming budget to the Braves telecasts, notwithstanding that those telecasts 

accounted for only about 2.5% of TBS' total broadcast hours and about 2.5% of the viewing 

minutes generated by all TBS programming. That allocation -- which market-negotiated license 

fees substantially in excess of time and viewing shares -- is fully consistent with the results of the 

Bortz surveys. And, of course, it is squarely inconsistent with the results of the Dr. George Ford 

study sponsored by Program Suppliers. As Mr. Trautman explained, the Ford formula would 



have resulted in TBS paying 4.25% in 2004 and 3.51% in 2005 -- rather than the over 24% that it 

actually paid to televise the Braves games. See SP PFOF 11192-94. 

MLB on TBS Valuation Comparison 

Estimated Share of 
Share of Share of Market Value: Actual Share of 
Time 1%) Viewing 1%) Ford Analysis (%) Market Value (%) 

2004 
JSC (Braves)* 2.67% 2.60% 4.25% 24.08% 
Program Suppliers/Other =/a 2l&)-?h u / o  m h  
Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

2005 
JSC (Braves)* 2.47% 2.42% 3.51% 24.65% 
Program Suppliers/Other =/a -/a w h  
Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

'Actual prices forJSC programming exclude production cost, 

Sources: Trautrnan WRT (SP Ex. 57) a t  5 

Likewise, JSC telecasts amounted to only about 0.5% - 0.7% of the 2004-05 telecast 

hours on the top 25 cable networks examined by Mr. Homonoff, and they generated only about 

1.4%-1.7% of the 2004-05 time that households spent viewing those networks. Yet, the cable 

networks paid, in marketplace transactions, between 17% and 20% of their programming budgets 

to telecast that JSC programming -- more than ten times the JSC viewing share and more than 

. . twenty-five times the JSC tonnage share. Again, that result is fully consistent with the results of 

the Bortz surveys (and wholly inconsistent with the results of the Ford study which would have 

predicted a JSC share of only 2.8% in 2004 and 2.05% in 2005). See SP PFOF 71196-200. 



JSC on Top 25 Cable Network Valuation Comparison 

Estimated Share of 
Share of Share of Market Value: Actual Share of 
Time (%) Viewing (%) Ford Analysis (%) Market Value (%) 

2004 
JSC (MLB, NBA, NFL, NHL)* 0.72% 1.71% 2.80% 20.12% 

Program Suppliers/Other m / o  m / o  2LXg, m/o 
Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

2005 
JSC (MLB, NBA, NFL, NHL)* 0.55% 1.41% 2.05% 17.35% 
Program Suppliers/Other BLw3 -0 m/o 
Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

*Actual prices for JSC programming exclude production costs. 

Source: Trautman WRT (SP Ex. 57) at  9. 

When the per-telecast hour and per-viewing minute rights fees o f  these cable networks 

are applied to the distant signal universe, JSC and Program Suppliers receive essentially 

equivalent relative value shares, just as they do in the 2004-05 Bortz results. See SP PFOF 

nni96-200. 

Comparison of Distant Signal Relative Market Value: 2004-05 
(Expenditures Per Programming Hour Method) 

2004-05 
JSC PS 

1. Percent of Distant Signal Programming Hours 4.6% 50.1% 
2. Cable Network ~xpenditures Per Programming Hour $396,703 $32,153 
3. Time-Adjusted Expenditures ( l *2 )  $18,248 $16,109 
4. Share of Relative Value 53.1% 46.9% 

Source: Trautman WRT (SP Ex. 57) at 11. 



Comparison of Distant Signal Relative Market Value: 2004-0s 
(Expenditures Per Viewing Minute Method) 

1. Number of Distant Signal Viewing Minutes 838,907 8,633,838 
2. Cable Network Expenditures Per Viewing Minute $0.013 $0.001 
3. Projected Distant Signal Market Value (1*2) $10,906 $8,634 
4. Share of Relative Value 55.8% 44.2% 

Source: Trautman WRT (SP Ex. 57) at 14 

3. Changed Circumstances. 

CTV witness Dr. Richard Ducey presented information and data showing that despite 

changes in the cable indushy as a whole between 1998-99 and 2004-05, there were no substantial 

changes in the distant signal marketplace during that time, especially as compared with changes 

that had occurred leading up to 1998-99. See SP PFOF 17201-215. His conclusions regarding 

his distant signal data analyses were confirmed by the testimony of Judith Meyka (a senior cable 

programming executive and the only witness in this proceeding who actually worked for an 

~. MSO during the years 2004-05) and Mr. Trautman (who has over two decades of experience 

.,. . working with the cable and television programming industries). See SP PFOF 77 99,131, 231. 

+ . -. .. . In light of this testimony, one would expect to see, as the evidence showed, no significant 
. . w  

.*. : . . a. changes in relative values reported by the Bortz results between 1998-99 and 2004-05. See SP 

9 PFOF 11131-133. 

To the extent there were changes in the distant signal marketplace, they are adequately 

reflected in the Bortz survey results. For example, Ms. McLaughlin demonstrated that the 

demand for distant PTV programming (as reflected in PTV's share of the number of subscribers 

receiving distant PTV siqals  ("subscriber instances")) increased slightly between 1998-99 and 



2004-05. Indeed, the relative increase in PTV's share of subscriber instances between 1998-99 

and 2004-05 was greater than that experienced by the Canadians between 1998-99 and 2000-03 - 
- an increase that the Judges found to be a "significant" changed circumstance supporting an 

increase in the Canadians' 2000-03 award over its 1998-99 award. See Distribution Order in 

Doc. No. 2008-2 CRB CD 2000-2003 at 34 (March 3, 2010) ("2000-03 Distribution Order"). 

PTV's Bortz share also rose slightly during that time period. Likewise, Dr. Ducey showed that 

cable systems were importing a relatively greater percentage of nearby distant signals in 2004-05 

than in 1998-99 -- a fact that would suggest an increase in the relative value of station-produced 

programming. CTV's average Bortz share also rose slightly between 1998-99 and 2004-05. See 

SP PFOF 77212-215,216-220,220. 

Program Suppliers' witness John Mansell implied that JSC's share in Bortz should have 

declined because the number of games from some of JSC's members on some of JSC's broadcast 

stations declined. But Mr. Mansell failed to compare JSC's share of the distant signal 

marketplace in 1998-99 to its share of that marketplace in 2004-05. Dr. Ducey made that 

comparison and found that JSC's share was virtually the same (4.9% in 1998-99 and 4.6% in 

2004-05) -- while Program Suppliers' time share declined from 60% in 1998-99 to 50% in 2004- 

05. See SP Ex. 8; SP PFOF 77 226-228. Such tonnage comparisons say nothing about the 

relative value of JSC programming. See, e.g., Tr. 1701-06 (Mansell) (discussing significant rise 

in ESPN's rights payment to MLB notwithstanding a decrease in the amount of MLB telecasts 

over ESPN). Nevertheless, both the average JSC and PS Bortz shares have declined slightly 

between 1998-99 and 2004-05. See Bortz Report (SP Ex. 2) at 23; SP PFOF 1132. Clearly the 

Bortz results have been sensitive to the minor change circumstances reflected by the record of 

this proceeding. 

111. None Of The Theoretical Criticisms Of The Bortz Surveys, As Repeated In This 
Proceeding By Program Suppliers And Canadians, Supports According Less 
Weight To The 2004-05 Bortz Results Than The CARP Accorded The 1998-99 Bortz 
Results. 

For over twenty-five years, Program Suppliers have been making the same criticisms of 

the Bortz survey -- that, in effect, the Bortz survey questions should have been written 

differently; that the Bortz respondents could not have understood or provided meaningful 

answers to the questions that were asked; and that the Bortz results do not say anything about 



relative market value. But Program Suppliers have never once offered anything more than 

theoretical criticisms unsupported by empirical evidence demonstrating that these criticisms have 

any factual basis. Program Suppliers have had more than enough time to come forward with 

hard evidence rather than speculation. None of the Program Suppliers' criticisms of the Bortz 

surveys (or those of the Canadians) -- all of which repeat criticisms raised and dealt with in prior 

proceedings -- should be accorded any weight in this proceeding. See SP PFOF 71267-308. 

A. Program Suppliers Have Failed To Provide Any Empirical Support For 
Their Unfounded Claim That 2004-0s Bortz Respondents Were Confused As 
To The programming They Were Valuing. Nor Have Program Suppliers 
Demonstrated That, If There Were Any Such Confusion, It Materially 
Affected The Results Of The 2004-05 Bortz Surveys. 

As noted above, the Program Suppliers presented in this proceeding no witness qualified 

as a survey expert to criticize the Bortz study; nor did they present anyone with experience as a 

cable operator to suggest that cable operators would not have been able to provide meaninghl 

responses to the Bortz survey or that the Bortz survey results do not make sense. Nevertheless, 

they raised the same criticism that that they have raised in every proceeding going back to 1978, 

where the first constant sum survey was introduced. Although they phrase it in several different 

ways, their central criticism is that a Bortz survey respondent may not have understood 

completely whicb programming was included in each of the categories the respondent was asked 

to value -- e.g., that Program Suppliers failed to receive credit for particular programs (such as 

fishing or bowling telecasts) or that respondents valued ineligible broadcast network or cable 

network programming (notwithstanding that they were repeatedly told not to do so by the Bortz 

survey interviewers)? 

In the 1989 proceeding the CRT summarized certain of the testimony on this same issue as follows: "Dr. Rubin 
argued that the program categories established by Bortz did not directly comport with the program categories as 
defined by the Tribunal. . . . Dr. Rubin believed the category labels should have been augmented with descriptions 
of familiar programs in each category. . . . Program Suppliers argued that the lack of more detailed explanations cost 
them a number of programs that they believe the typical respondent assigned to other categolies, such as . .  . 
wrestling and auto racing (often recorded syndicated series, hut probably thought of as 'spods'). . . . However, NAB 
witness Richard Ducey believed that respondents had a 'dominant impression' of what each category contained, and 
any misimpressions were likely to be a 'wash."' CRT, 1989 CRT Determination, 57 Fed. Reg. at 15295 (citations 
omitted). 



Neither the Program Suppliers nor any other party in this proceeding or any other 

distribution proceeding has ever presented evidence that any of the Bortz respondents was in fact 

confused about what programming falls within each category -; or even more importantly, that if 

there was any such confusion, it had any material effect upon the survey results or biased them 

with respect to one party or another. Indeed, the record supports the contrary conclusion. See SP 

PFOF 77270. 

In the 1998-99 proceeding, Program Suppliers also argued that Bortz respondents were 

confused about what programming comes within each category. They pointed to the testimony 

of one JSC witness -- a cable operator who supposedly miscategorized two programs when 

questioned by the CARP -- as "conclusively demonshating, in Program Suppliers' view, that 

miscategorization of programs by respondents to Bortz Media surveys is considerable and 

invalidates the results." 1998-99 Librarian Order, 69 Fed. Reg. at 3615. The Register and 

Librarianrejected that argument for two reasons that apply equally in this proceeding: 

First, the Panel was not presented with evidence that demonstrated 
suflciently widespread miscategorization of programs by Bortz 
Media respondents that would likely affect the survey results. 
Mr. Egan's responses to Arbitrator Young reflect only how he 
might respond and were offered by someone who could not recall 
if he had ever completed a Bortz Media survey. Second, and more 
importantly, the Bortz Media surveys do not question cable 
operators as to individual programs, but rather question them as to 
the value they attach to categories of programs. See Trautman Tr. 
at 324-25 (Respondent are "not thinking about each and every 
program that is aired on that signal. They are thinking about the 
general categories of program."). Ifprogram Suppliers pointed to 
evidence that demonstrated that Bortz Media respondents 
misapprehended entire categories of programs when assigning 
them value, then the Panel might have been required to address 
such contentions. That is not the case here . . . . 

Id. at 3615 (emphasis added). 

As this makes clear, it is simply not enough for the Program Suppliers to show that, for 

example, there are other programs that Program Suppliers consider to be "sports" besides those 

within the JSC claim, such as the Babe Winkelman Fishing Show on WGN-TV -- and then argue 

that Bortz respondents may have been thinking about those programs rather than the Chicago 



Cubs, White Sox and Bulls (also broadcast by WGN) when valuing the category "live 

professional and collegiate team sports." See Tr. 3256-58 (Kessler). To have raised an issue that 

deserved to be addressed by the Judges, Program Suppliers would need to have offered empirical 

evidence demonstrating that (1) a significant number of Bortz respondents in fact 

misapprehended which programming was included in the JSC category and (2) had they not done 

so, the Bortz survey results would have been materially different. Program Suppliers should 

have also presented evidence that this programming had some value to cable operators in distant 

markets. Program Suppliers, however, failed to present any such evidence. They simply have 

not satisfied the burden imposed by the Register and Librarian in the 1998-99 proceeding 

concerning alleged program miscategorizations. 

Wholly apart from the 1998-99 Librarian's Order, the Settling Parties strongly believe the 

Judges should require the Program Suppliers to come forward (finally) with hard evidence of 

actual respondent confusion caused by the wording of the Bortz survey questions and hard 

evidence that any such confusion had a material impact on the survey results. Having decided -- 

apparently years ago -- to conduct a constant sum survey, Program Suppliers were certainly in a 

position to determine whether such evidence existed had they directed their efforts to cable 

operators rather than subscribers. Program Suppliers, however, chose not to do so or, at least, 

not to present such evidence. The only fair inference is that they recognize that the results of a 

cable operator study conducted the way they believe it should be conducted would not lead to 

results materially different than the Bortz results (as reflected in the two independently 

conducted 1983 cable operator constant sum surveys that provided virtually the same results. 

Program Suppliers should not be rewarded for persistence in doing no more than finding 

witnesses to parrot the identical theoretical criticisms over and over without making any effort to 

factually support those criticisms. This is particularly true given the fact that the declsion- 

makers in the last two proceedings to evaluate the Bortz surveys (the 1990-92 CAW and the 

1998-99 CARP) did not suggest that any changes should be made in the wording of the Bortz 

survey questions to make those questions any clearer. 

B. Dr. Ford's Criticisms Of The 2004-05 Bortz Surveys Are Based Upon The 
Same Theoretical Constructs That Have Been Thoroughly Vetted And 
Rejected In Prior Proceedings And That Have No Empirical Basis. 



Similarly, in rebuttal, Program Suppliers' Dr. George Ford resurrected age-old criticisms 

of the Bortz surveys -- certain of which focus on whether the Bortz results reflect market value 

and one of which focuses upon the amounts of programming being valued. None of these 

criticisms provides a basis for according less weight to the 2004-05 Bortz studies than the CARP 

accorded the 1998-99 Bortz studies. 

1. Market ValueISupply Side. 

According to Dr. Ford, the Bortz survey measures only cable operator willingness-to-pay 

and not the amounts that cable operators would actually pay in a free market. (Of course, his 

own viewingladvertising cost analysis says absolutely nothing about cable operator valuations of 

any sort. In Dr. Ford's view, the Bortz results cannot be translated into market values unless the 

demand curves for all program types are linear and the demand elasticities are the same at the 

selected quantities -- a situation he considers "implausible." Dr. Ford hrther argues that 

valuations based upon willingness to pay will give way when sellers deal with multiple 

competing buyers ("Tom, Dick and Harry") and sell exclusively to only one of them (even 

though the nature of the realities of the cable marketplace are that such programming is not sold 

exclusively). See George Ford WRT (PS Ex. 16) at 10; SP PFOF 11286-96. 

Dr. Ford's rebuttal testimony seeks to rekindle a debate about what has been called 

--supply side" considerations that began in the 1983 proceeding and continued throughout the 

1998-99 proceeding. Dr. Ford follows in the footsteps of Dr. Stanley Besen, the only other 

economist to cany the torch for the Program suppliers on this issue. Dr. Ford repeats (without 

developing or advancing) the same theoretical arguments that Dr. Besen first began making 

twenty-five years ago as a criticism to the original Bortz survey.3 Several witnesses, testifying 

3 For example, in the 1989 proceeding, "Dr. Besen disagreed that the Bortz survey bore any relationship to 
marketplace value. The Bortz survey measures the total value to cable operators of all programs in a given category 
(the marketplace value plus the consumer surplus). A survey demonstrating the relative total value of seven 
different program types would not demonstrate the relative marketplace value of those program types except where 
the demand curves for all program types are linear and the demand elasticities are the same for all program types at 
the equilibrium prices. . . . Dr. Besen contends that these conditions are stringent and there exists no evidence to 
support that these conditions exist." 1989 CRT Determination, 57 Fed. Reg. at 15296 (citations omitted). See 
generally 1983 CRT Determination, 51 Fed. Reg. at 12795; 1989 CRT Determination, 57 Fed. Reg. at 12810; 1990- 
92 CARP Report at 55; 1998-99 CARP Report at 22 (discussing supply side testimony including responses to Besen 
based upon economic principles relating to forced sales and all-or-nothing choices). 



on behalf of JSC and other parties, have provided responses to Dr. Besen's testimony in the 

various proceedings. And in the 1998-99 proceeding, it appeared that the CARP had finally 

resolved the debate. It concluded: 

Clearly, Bortz does not directly survey the seller's perspective. 
But this does not materially undermine the utility of Bortz, and 
does not inform us whether any particular claimant group should 
receive more or less than implied by the Bortz survey. As 
previously addressed in some detail, we believe the demand side 
would more likely determine relative values of programming in an 
unregulated marketplace than the supply side. . . Moreover, it is 
probable that when responding to the survey, experienced CSO 
executives have incorporated their understanding of the seller's 
side of the marketplace. See Tr. 262-63 (Trautman). For these 
reasons, we see no need to make the tortuous adjustments to the 
Bortz results based upon our subjective assessments of the seller's 
perspective. 

1998-99 C A W  Report at 22 (emphasis added) (citation omitted). 

As this suggests, the 1998-99 CARP resolved the supply-side issue on several grounds -- 

including the lack of record evidence that factoring supply side considerations into the equation 

would raise or lower any one claimant's Bortz share. Notwithstanding the CAW'S conclusions, 

the Program Suppliers offer no new evidence on these points. All parties in this proceeding 

other than Program Suppliers believe that constant sum surveys of cable operators provide 

reliable and valid estimates of relative market value; only Program Suppliers' Dr. Ford disagrees 

(although Program Suppliers' other economist, Dr. Gruen, relies upon a constant sum survey to 

demonstrate the relative value that cable subscribers attach to programming). And both 

Dr. Waldfogel and Dr. Crawford explained in this proceeding that because of the nature of the 

:. cable market and the distant signal market in particular, relative values would be determined by 

the relative demand for the programming rather than supply-side factors. See SP PFOF 17287- 

93. 

Neither Dr. Ford nor anyone else has offered any proof that Settling Parties would 

receive less (and Program Suppliers would receive more) than their Bortz share if supply side 

considerations were taken into account. For example, there is no showing that, in Dr. 

Ford'sBesen's terminology, the elasticities of demand for Program Suppliers' programming are 



different from that of the programming represented by the Settling Parties -- or that if they are 

different, those differences would result in the Program Suppliers' programming receiving more 

than their Bortz share in a free market. Having lost the debate in the 1998-99 proceeding on this 

issue for failure to provide the requisite evidence, it was incumbent upon the Program Suppliers 

to come up with such evidence (if there was any) -- not simply another economist to say the 

same thing. They failed to provide the requisite evidence in this proceeding just as they failed to 

do so in the 1998-99 proceeding. 

Moreover, Mr. Trautman, who has overseen the design and execution of the Bortz 

surveys, has again testified in this proceeding that he believes, based on his experience, that the 

respondents answer the survey's valuation question with their actual market experience in mind. 

Thus, as the 1998-99 CARP concluded, the budget they provide represents an expected market 

outcome and not simply the amount the cable operator is willing to pay. See Bortz Report (SP 

Ex. 2) at 37 ("We believe . . . the survey does reflect the respondents' understanding of the 

marketplace prices of the different kinds of programming -- which is a reflection of the 'supply 

side.' The cable system operators surveyed are active in the marketplace for cable programming 

and are familiar with the rates charged by sellers of various genres of cable networks."). This 

testimony is hl ly consistent with the point made by the Court of Appeals that it was reasonable 

for the 1998-99 CARP to conclude, as it did, that the Bortz respondents took account of cable 

subscriber viewing in providing their program valuations. See Program Suppliers v. Librarian, 

409 F.3d at 402. In any event, notwithstanding the longevity of the argument in these 

proceedings, the Program Suppliers have presented no evidence regarding how the survey 

respondents understand the Bortz valuation question. 

2. Program Quantity. 

Dr. Ford also argues that because the interviewer does not tell the respondent cable 

operator the "quantities" (presumably the aggregate program time) of distant signal program 

categories they carried, the respondents may have valued programming they did not carry. 

Again, this is the same criticism leveled by Dr. Besen at the start of the supply side debate. See 

1983 CRT Determination, 51 Fed. Reg. at 12795 ("Besen found it critical in ascertaining how 

much cable operators would pay for different program types to know the amount of supply of 



different programs and whether the supplier was willing to sell dearly, cheaply, or offer the 

programs for nothing"). 

The only basis that Dr. Ford asserts for his program quantity argument in this proceeding 

is Mr. Trautman's testimony that he could not confirm that two of the over 300 respondents to 

the 2004-05 surveys actually carried sports on their distant signals because the programming 

information was not available (although he could confirm that they did cany sports in subsequent 

years). If these two respondents are removed from the sample pool, the 2004-05 survey results 

are virtually unchanged. See Bortz Report (SP Ex. 2) at 39-40; Tr. 158-62 (Trautman). 

Dr. Ford and the Program Suppliers had access to all of the data underlying the 2004-05 

Bortz surveys as well as the delailed program listings for over six months. They have not come 

forward with any evidence that any of the Bortz respondents may have valued programming they 

did not cany -- other than to rely upon the two questionable incidents that were discussed in the 

Bortz Report. Dr. Ford also fails to present evidence that not providing respondents with an 

estimate of program category "quantity" results in survey responses that are biased against 

Program Suppliers. Moreover, as the testimony regarding the use of "program examples" in the 

Grnen subscriber survey illustrates, the evidence suggests there may be significant response 

biases associated with providing selected information to survey respondents. See SP PFOF 77 
294-96. 

In the 1998-99 proceeding, Mr. Trautman testified that he could not confirm that one 

Bortz respondent who accorded some value to sports actually carried distant signal sports (and 

that another respondent for which he could not confirm sports carriage valued sports at zero). 

The 1998-99 CARP concluded that the appropriate remedy in such a situation is simply to 

remove the valuations of the respondent at issue. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 20-21; SP 

PFOF 294-96. As noted above, doing so has no material impact upon the 2004-05 Bortz survey 

results. 



C. The Canadians' Criticisms Of The Bortz Study, Which Are Belied By The 
Very Constant Sum Surveys The Canadians Themselves Have Conducted, 
Do Not Overcome The Fact That This Is The Strongest Record Ever On 
Which To Rely Upon The Bortz Constant Sum Surveys Rather Than Fee 
Generation To Determine The Canadians' Award. 

As noted above, the original Bortz survey did not seek to provide any valuation of the 

Canadians' (or Devotionals') programming. The CRT criticized Bortz for not including the 

Canadians (and Devotionals), and Bortz Media responded to that criticism by revising its survey 

to ask about the programming on Canadian distant signals (as well as Devotional programming). 

Ever since, the Canadians have criticized the Bortz surveys, while the Devotionals have become 

strong supporters of those surveys. 

In this proceeding the Canadians have again offered the same witnesses to make the same 

criticisms of the Bortz surveys that they have made in prior proceedings. Dr. Gary Ford, for 

example, has again complained about the use of a popularity "warn-up" question and a stratified 

sample based upon the amount of royalties paid. But the Canadians, like the Program Suppliers, 

have failed to provide any empirical basis for their criticisms, i.e., that conducting a survey 

without the popularity question and stratified random sampling would produce a higher result for 

the Canadians. The evidence is, in fact, to the contrary. When the Canadians conducted a 1992 

constant sum survey using the Bortz format (comparing U.S. programming to programming on 

Canadian signals) -- but without the popularity question and random sampling -- the result they 

obtained for the Canadian category were virtually identical to the Bortz result. See Tr. 3017- 

3018 (Ford) (Gary Ford); see SP PFOF 7303. The Canadians discontinued conducting their 

survey with that format and instead relied upon fee generation to determine the relative values of 

Canadian signals versus U.S. signals (while relying upon a constant sum survey to determine the 

relative values of the programming within Canadian signals). 

The Settling Parties explain below why the Canadian criticisms of the 2004-05 Bortz 

survey should not be accorded any weight. See SP PFOF W297-308. However, as also 

discussed below, this is the strongest record ever on which to base the Canadians' award on the 

Bortz results rather than fee generation. The hypertechnical and wholly unsubstantiated 

criticisms that the Canadians have once again leveled against the Bortz surveys do not provide a 

proper basis for using fee generation rather than the Bortz results to determine the Canadians' 



2004-05 royalty share in light of the changed record evidence concerning the Bortz surveys 

ability to estimate that share 

IV. Unlike The Record In The 1998-99 Proceeding, The Record In This Proceeding 
Provides A Strong Basis For Tying The PTV and Canadian Awards To The 2004-05 
Bortz Results. I t  Also Provides A Strong Basis For   ward in^ Program Suppliers 
Significantly Less Than Its Bortz Share To Account For Their Strategic Decision To 
Deal Increasingly With WGN-TV, The Most Widely-Carried Distant Signal, 
Outside The Cable Compulsory License. 

As noted above, the 1998-99 CARP accepted 

the Bortz survey as an extremely robust (powerfully and reliably 
predictive) model for determining relative market value for PS, 
JSC and NAB -- for both the Basic Fund and the 3.75% Fund. 
Indeed, for reasons discussed infra, we find that the Bortz survey is 
more reliable than any other methodology presented in this 
proceeding for determining the relative marketplace value of these 
three claimant groups. 

1998-99 CARP Report at 31. It thus accorded Program Suppliers, JSC and CTV the same shares 

relative to each other) as reflected in the 1998-99 Bortz results. However, the CARP, on the 

record before it, considered the 1998-99 Bortz results as providing a "floor" for the PTV award 

(id.) and it ultimately determined the PTV share by relying upon other record evidence. 

Furthermore, it did not rely upon Bortz to set the Canadians' award (or the Devotionals' award 

since they had agreed to accept their 1990-92 share). As discussed below, the record in this 

proceeding responds to the concerns that the 1998-99 CARP had in tying the Bortz results to the 

PTV and Canadian awards and provides a basis for adjusting the Bortz results to establish 

awards for PTV and the Canadians. See Determination of Rates and Terms for Preexisting 

Subscription Services and Satellite Digital Audio Radio Services, 73 Fed. Reg. 4080, 4092-93 

(2008) (accepting one study as a reasonable estimate of a marketplace rate notwithstanding the 

need to make an adjustment in the study's results). 



A. The 2004-05 Bortz Survey Results Can And Should Be Adjusted To Provide 
Royalty Shares For PTV And The Canadians. 

1. The PTV Award. 

After examining all of the evidence in the record, the 1998-99 CARP decided to award 

PTV its 1990-92 royalty share rather than its Bortz share. The 1998-99 CARP explained its 

reason not to tie the PTV award to the Bortz results as follows: 

The Panel's primary concern about the Bortz survey turns on [the 
survey's] treatment of PTV. We find that the Bortz survey results 
understate the relative value of PTV. The major bias to the 
detriment of PTV is the Bortz treatment of cable systems that 
carried only PTV as distant signals. If a cable system carried PTV 
only as a distant signal, it was removed from the Bortz sample. On 
the other hand, if the system carried only one or more commercial 
distant signals, and no PTV distant signals, it was included in the 
Bortz survey and PTV was automatically assigned a zero. 

1998-99 CARP Report at 22-23. The same situation pertains to the Canadians since Bortz Media 

did not interview any cable systems that canied Canadian signals as their only distant signals. 

As Mr. Trautman explained, the intent of the Bortz survey is to provide comparisons of 

multiple program categories; where a cable system carries only one such category (i.e., only a 

PTV signal or only a Canadian signal), no such comparison may be made. He recognized, 

however, that it would be appropriate to adjust the results of the Bortz survey to deal with these 

PTV-only and Canadian-only systems. See Bortz Report (SP Ex. 2) at 8-9 & 40-41; Tr. 108 

(Trautman). Indeed, he presented such adjustments in the 1998-99 CARP proceeding (as did 

other parties), but the CARP did not accept them. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 26-29. In this 

proceeding, PTV has sponsored the testimony of Ms. Linda McLaughlin who provided a new 

analysis to deal with the PTV- and Canadian-only systems. Her analysis attempts to meet 

concerns that were expressed with the proposed adjustments in the 1998-99 proceeding. 

The Settling Parties believe that the Judges should adopt Ms. McLaughlin's adjustment to 

the 2004-05 Bortz results -- as well as the further adjustment proposed by Canadian witness Gary 

Ford to deal with his concern that, as a result of a "clerical error," one large system canying only 

a distant Canadian signal was not included in the Bortz survey. No party has provided any 



substantive basis for contesting that these adjustments should not be adopted. With these 

adjustments (and the one additional adjustment discussed below), the PTV and Canadian 2004- 

05 royalty shares (like the shares for JSC, CTV and Program Suppliers) should be tied directly to 

the 2004-05 Bortz results. 

2. The Canadians' Award. 

The 1998-99 CARP determined that it would not rely upon the 1998-99 Bortz surveys to 

set the Canadians' 1998-99 award. Instead, "despite our expressed concerns respecting fee 

generation," it tied the Canadians' award to the "fee generation" of distant Canadian signals, as 

adjusted by (1) the results of Dr. Ringold's constant sum surveys of cable operators and (2) the 

awards to other parties. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 72-75. The 1998-99 CARP declined to 

use the Bortz results for the Canadians saying only that the survey was not "designed" to include 

the Canadians and did not provide "statistically significant results" for the Canadians. See 1998- 

99 CARP Report at 31 n.13. The Panel acknowledged, however, that "fee generation does not 

reach the level of robustness and reliability of the Bortz study." Id. at 64. 

In the 2000-03 proceeding, the Judges concluded that the Canadians' fee generation 

approach had been "sufficiently vetted" in the 1990-92 and 1998-99 proceedings, and should be 

accorded deference as one method - rather than the sole method or best method - for 

determining the Canadians' share. 2000-03 Distribution Order at 25-26. The Judges went on to 

state, however, that: 

It very well may be that there are other methods or other evidence 
that best represent the relative marketplace value of Canadian 
Claimants' programming as well as the programming of other 
groups. . . The Judges, therefore, do not opine as to what may be 
the best means of determining the relative marketplace value of 
Canadian Claimants' programming, or other claimant groups' 
programming, in future proceedings. 

Id. at 18. 

The record of this proceeding provides the strongest support ever for using the Bortz 

survey results (rather than fee generation) to set the Canadians' award. Historically, only an 

insignificant percentage of cable systems that canied Canadian distant signal were included in 



the Bortz surveys. For example, in 1998, only 2 of 66 systems that carried distant Canadian 

signals were included in the Bortz survey and in 1999 only 3 of 62 systems were included. In 

stark contrast, in 2004, 11 (18%) of the 61 total Form 3 cable systems that carried distant 

Canadian signals responded to the Bortz survey; in 2005, the comparable numbers are 13 

(25.5%) of 51 systems. With the McLaughlin and Gary Ford adjustments discussed above, the 

2004 Bortz survey results are attributable to 13 (21.3%) of the 61 systems with distant Canadian 

signals; the 2005 results reflect 16 (31.4%) of 51 systems. See SP PFOF 7326. 

For the two-year period (2004-05), the Bortz results thus provide the valuations of 

approximately 29 respondents -- close to the number that the Canadians' own expert (Dr. Ford) 

considered to be sufficient to support reliable estimates. See Tr. 3030 (Gary Ford) (32 

respondents would be a sufficient sample size). The Canadians themselves have urged the 

Judges to rely upon results where fewer respondents valued Canadian programming than those 

who valued Canadian programming in the 2004-05 Bortz surveys. See SP PFOF 7327. 

Furthermore, the results of the 2004-05 Bortz surveys concerning Canadian valuations are 

consistent with the result of Bortz surveys conducted over 25-years. See Bortz Report (SP Ex. 

2) at 23; SP PFOF 77131-133. As the Canadians own expert (Dr. Ford) has acknowledged, given 

all the facts, the Canadians are entitled to only a very small share of royalties. See Tr. 3025-3026 

(George Ford). The share estimated by the Bortz survey, as adjusted by the PTV and Canadian 

witnesses, is consistent with the facts surrounding the Canadians and avoids the substantial 

problems in relying upon fee generation. 

Indeed, the Settling Parties believe that the 2004-05 Bortz survey results provide a much 

better estimate of the relative market value of Canadian signals than is reflected in fee 

generation -- a method which the Judges recognized may be "rough," "crude" and "wobbly" and 

which produces awards that, for various reasons, are "not representative of the relative 

marketplace value of [Canadian] programming." CRJ 2000-03 Distribution Order at 17, 27; see 

also SP PFOF 77 594-649(summarizing record evidence as to why fee generation does not 

reflect relative marketplace value). Accordingly, on the basis of this more complete record, the 

Judges should rely upon the 2004-05 Bortz survey results, rather than fee generation, to 

determine the Canadians' 2004-05 award. 



The 2004-05 Bortz surveys, of course, ask each respondent who carried one or more 

distant Canadian signals (in addition to U.S. distant signals) to provide a value for all 

programming on those Canadian signals. As the Canadians acknowledge, certain of the 

programming on Canad~an signals comes within the JSC and Program Suppliers categories. 

Accordingly, a further adjustment needs to be made to the 2004-05 Bortz results to account for 

this programming. The Settling Parties, in thls proceeding, are willing to accept the results of the 

2004-05 Ringold constant sum surveys of cable operators as the best available estimate of the 

value of the JSC and Program Suppliers' programming on Canadian distant signals. Those 

surveys show that the several categories of Canadian programming on Canadian distant signals 

account for approximately 60% of the value in each of the years 2004 and 2005 while the value 

shares for JSC are 27% in 2004 and 30% in 2005 and 13% and 10% for Program Suppliers, 

respectively. See SP PFOF 77658-659. 

B. The 2004-05 Bortz Results Reflect A Ceiling For The Program Suppliers7 
(And Devotionals') Awards Given Their Increased Licensing Of 
Programming Outside Section 111 To WGN-TV, The Most Widely Carried 
Distant Signal. 

During 2004-05, WGN was the most widely carried distant signal. Nearly 50% of the 

Form 3 cable systems that carried a commercial U.S. distant signal in 2004-05 carried WGN as 

their only distant signal, while approximately 70% of Form 3 systems carried WGN as one of 

their distant signals. The record shows that a substantial portion of the programming on distant 

signal WGN in 2004-05 was non-cornpensable because it was not transmitted simultaneously 

over both the satellite-delivered version of WGN that was actually carried by cable operators (on 

a distant signal basis) and the WGN broadcast signal available as a local signal in the Chicago 

market. The amount of non-compensable programming on WGN in 2004-05 increased to over 

70% from about 50% in 1998-99. The vast bulk of this non-compensable programming 

consisted of programming within the Program Suppliers category (91.4% in 2004 and 92.4% in 

2005) and Devotionals catego~y (8% in 2004 and 7.6% in 2005). In 2004-05, over 78% of the 

Program Suppliers programming and 90% of the Devotional programming on distant signal 

WGN was non-compensable. See SP PFOF $7224. As this suggests, both Program Suppliers 



and Devotionals increasingly made their programming available to WGN outside the Section 11 1 

compulso~y license. 

As Mr. Trautman testified, it is likely that some portion of the value that the Bortz 

respondents attached to the Program Suppliers' and Devotionals' categories (in 1998-99 and 

2004-05) was attributable to this non-compensable programming. See Bortz Report (SP Ex. 2) 

at 41. Ms. McLaughlin testified to the same effect. See McLaughlin WDT (SP Ex. 6) at 9; SP 

PFOF 7345. The 1998-99 C A W  recognized that it may be conceptually proper to adjust the 

Bortz results to account for the non-compensable programming on .WGN. However, it did not 

believe that the particular adjustments presented to it were appropriate. It rejected a proposed 

adjustment that (1) assumed that all the non-compensable programming was in the Program 

Suppliers category and (2) adjusted shares pro rata based solely on the proportion of hours of 

compensable programming. 1998-99 CARP Report at 26-28. 

The detailed studies performed by Dr. Ducey and Dr. Waldfogel in this proceeding 

provide a new and reliable basis for determining the approximate order of magnitude of an 

appropriate adjustment in the Bortz share numbers to reflect the non-compensable programming 

on WGN. Dr. Waldfogel calculated the change that would result from the application of the 

regression coefficients to all programming as opposed to just the compensable programming on 

distant signal WGN, in terms of the overall percentage shares resulting from his regression 

analysis. Because these shares depend on the coefficients for the various program categories, 

which are essentially the relative implied prices for the different types of programs, the 

difference between these alternative shares reflects different relative values, not a pure program 

time measure. Based on Dr. Waldfogel's analysis, the Program Suppliers' relative share 

declined by 23.2% when the non-compensable Program Suppliers programs on WGN were 

eliminated. This information, available for the fmt  time in this proceeding, provides a basis for 

reducing the Program Suppliers' award by up to 23.2% from their 2004-05 Bortz s w e y  shares. 

While the specific awards requested by Settling Parties in Appendix do not reflect a 

reduction in the Program Suppliers' award for the non-compensable Program Suppliers' 

programming on WGN, Settling Parties believe that the substantial (and increased) amount of 

this programming on the most widely-carried distant signal in 2004-05 plainly establishes the 



2004-05 Bortz results as a ceiling for the Program Suppliers' 2004-05 award; it provides a 

substantial record basis for reducing the Program Suppliers 2004-05 award below their Bortz 

share; and it more than offsets any issues that the Program Suppliers have raised about the 2004- 

05 Bortz survey results. See SP PFOF fl342-348. 

The Settling Parties recognize that the Waldfogel study does not provide a specific 

numerical adjustment to the Devotionals' share to account for the amount of programming that 

they licensed to WGN outside the Section 11 1 compulsory license. As noted, the Waldfogel 

regression shows a zero share for Devotionals in both WGN analyses -- with and without 

compensable WGN programming. Again, the fact that such a substantial portion of the 

Devotionals' 2004-05 programming on WGN is non-compensable makes clear that their 2004-05 

Bortz share represents a sizable ceiling on their 2004-05 award. See SP PFOF 77342-347. 

V. The Evidence Establishes that the Relative Value of Music Is 5.2% of the 2004 
Cable Royalty Fund and 4.6% of the 2005 Cahle Royalty Fund 

Music is a program element, not a program category. The Music Claimants, Broadcast 

Music, Inc. ("BMI"), the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers ("ASCAP"), 

and SESAC, Inc. ("SESAC") are performing rights organizations ("PROS") that license the non- 

dramatic public performances of musical works on behalf of their songwriter, composer. and 

music publisher members and affiliates. See SP PFOF m14, 349. Music Claimants represent 

every songwriter, composer, and music publisher entitled to royalties under section 11 1 for use 

of their copyrighted musical works in all retransmitted non-network programming. See SP PFOF 

7114-17. 

~. The use of music in local television programming is sophisticated and varied, ranging 

from background music (when the musical work underscores the focus in a program) to feature 

(when the musical work is the focus of the audience's attention, such as on American Idol) to 

theme music (the signature music identifying the show). See SP PFOF 7714. There is 

substantial qualitative evidence from the leading television and film music supervisor Alexandra 

Patsavas and from Seth Saltzman that music's contribution to the overall television entertainment 

experience has increased over the past ten years. See SF PFOF 17351-63. There is substantial 

evidence of more sophisticated use of music in television dramatic series with a resulting 

increase in viewer impact and entertainment value. See SP PFOF 71360-61. With special 



reference to the distant signal market, the fact that American Idol, a music-intensive program that 

was among the most highly watched across the nation, appeared as compensable programming in 

2004-05 time supports the view that music adds substantial value to the programming at issue in 

this proceeding. See SP PFOF fl354. American Idol has been the most highly rated non-sports 

program on television since its inception. See SP PFOF 77354. 

Because music runs throughout all programming types, it differs in kind from the 

program categories represented by the other claimant groups in this proceeding. See SP PFOF 

77349. Bortz has not designed its surveys to measure the value of the music within the different 

categories of distant signal non-network programming, and, similarly, none of the methodologies 

presented by the other claimants to value their respective shares should he used to determine 

Music's share. Accordingly, it is necessary to look to other record evidence to determine that 

value. Historically, the Copyright Royalty Judges' predecessors have taken the music share "off 

the top," adjusting the shares of the program categories proportionately to account for Music's 

award. The Settling Parties believe that the same approach should be followed here, i.e., each of 

the claimants' Bortz shares should he reduced proportionally by the Music share. 

A. The 2004-05 Zarakas Study, Provides the Best Most Accurate and Reliable 
Available Evidence of the Relative Value of the Music in the Distant Signal 
Non-Network Programming that Cable Systems Retransmitted in 2004-05. 

In this proceeding, the Music Claimants presented the testimony of Mr. William P. 

Zarakas, an economist and expert in the valuation of assets and businesses in the 

communications and media industries. Mr. Zarakas used a market-comparable methodology to 

analyze the value of music as compared to the value of overall value of the compensable 

copyrighted programming included in the distant retransmission of over-the-air broadcast 

signals. See SP PFOF 77373-92. Mr. Zarakas' analysis built upon a model considered by the 

1998-1999 CARP in which an estimate of the relative value of music was derived through 

creating a "music ratio" that calculated music license fees in the local over-the-air television 

market as a percentage of the sum of (a) music license fees and (b) broadcast rights payments. 

See SP PFOF 375. While accepting this music ratio concept as a "floor" (ultimately adopting an 

award almost twice the music ratio presented in that proceeding), the 1998-1999 CARP was 

concerned that the ratio included Big 3 network fees and rights payments, even though Big 3 

network programming is non-compensable under section 11 1, and that the presence of such data 



artificially decreased Music's share. See SP PFOF 11375-76. In addition, the 1998-1999 CARP 

noted that an unadjusted ratio of music license fees to broadcast rights payments would not 

reflect the differences between the local and distant signal markets. See SP PFOF 17375. 

Mr. Zarakas designed his study to meet each of the 1998-1999 CARP'S concerns by: (1) 

obtaining reliable and complete data on market-negotiated blanket music license fees and 

television broadcast rights payments; (2) calculating music ratios for different categories of 

television stations, such as Independent stations or network affiliates, in the over-the-air 

broadcast market; and (3) focusing his analysis on the distant signal market by weighting the 

music ratios to reflect the relative importance of the stations retransmitted by cable systems in 

the distant signal market. See SP PFOF 17377-90. He concluding that the relative value of 

music was 5.2% in 2004 and 4.6% in 2005. See SP PFOF 17391-92. 

Mr. Zarakas' analysis was not only objective and reasonable but also 

conservative. Where he could not locate broadcast rights payment data for non-Big 3 network 

programming, Mr. Zarakas used programming expenses data for those networks, which had the 

effect of decreasing the music ratio. See SP PFOF 71385-89. When confronted with a choice to 

use cash or amortized broadcast rights payments by the local stations, he chose amortized 

expenses because they included "the value of booked barter arrangements" and yielded "a more 

conservative calculation of the Music Ratio because it results in a larger denominator than would 

use of the cash approach." See SP PFOF 11387. To be comprehensive in calculating the music 

ratio denominator, Mr. Zarakas also included "the broadcast expenses that would be paid to the 

local stations for programs they produce themselves (i.e., the broadcast value of locally produced 

programming)," an item that was not part of 1998-1999 music ratio analysis. See SP PFOF 

11390. Moreover, because Mr. Zarakas' estimate of locally-produced programming value scales 

linearly with the estimate of non-Big 3 network payments, using programming expenses to 

(over-)estimate network payments necessarily overestimates the locally-produced value as well. 

See SP PFOF 11390. Finally, without challenge from other record evidence, Mr. Zarakas noted 

that his music ratio is likely understated because "in the local broadcast market, statlons and 

networks pay premiums for the rights to broadcast programs on an exclusive basis;" however, 

"exclusivity premiums likely would not be paid in the distant market where content is 

transmitted over many cable systems on a non-exclusive basis." See SP PFOF 17392. 



B. Program Suppliers' Criticisms of the Zarakas Study Are Unfounded. 

In response to Mr. Zarakas' study, Program Suppliers presented the rebuttal testimony of 

Dr. John R. Woodbury, who asserted that Music's share should be set far below any share Music 

has received since the inception of the cable compulsory license. While Dr. Woodbury 

conceptually endorsed Mr. Zarakas' music ratio approach, he criticized Mr. Zarakas' use of the 

blanket license fees to represent the value of music license fees to the local television stations, 

Mr. Zarakas' weighting of the stations by distant signal subscriber instances, and Mr. Zarakas' 

treatment of WGN America - a station with no network programming - as an lndependent 

station. See SP PFOF 77394,410-13. None of these criticisms have merit. See SP PFOF 7410 

1. Blanket License Fees Are the Proper Measure of the Music Fees that 
Would Be Paid by the Cable Operators. 

Dr. Woodbury's objection to the use of the negotiated blanket fees to represent total music 

license payments is misplaced. Music Claimants presented unrebutted evidence from Mr. 

Michael O'Neill, Senior Vice President Licensing at BMI, that without a statutory cable license, 

each of the performing rights organizations would negotiate a blanket license with cable 

operators for all music contained in programming on stations retransmitted by distant signal. See 

SP PFOF See SP PFOF 7372-381. That type of agreement is consistent with the blanket licenses 

the PROs have previously negotiated with the cable operators. Moreover, the use of blanket 

license fees is appropriate because the blanket license offers users a more efficient product at a 

lower price than a large number of direct licenses would offer to cable operators. See SP PFOF 

See SP PFOF 7382. Thus, the negotiated blanket license fees are the proper measure of music 

license fees to be included in the music ratio. 

Moreover, using blanket fees is superior to Dr. Woodbury's proposal to include 

only payments by the stations to the PROs, which indefensibly ignores the amounts paid by local 

television stations for direct licenses that are entered into by stations to reduce ASCAP or BMI 

license fees under per program licenses. See SP PFOF See SP PFOF 7404. Approximately 30% 

of local stations take per program licenses and reduce their blanket license fee payments through 

direct licensing. See SP PFOF 77377. Therefore, using only the PRO receipts in the music ratio 

to represent total music license fees paid by the stations would considerably undervalue the 

Music Claimants' share because PRO receipts alone are incomplete without the direct license 



fees. See SP PFOF 77404. In addition, although no specific evidence of the amount of direct 

license fee payments is available, the facts that only a minority of stations take a per program 

license, coupled with the testimony that some stations switch between blanket and per program 

licenses, and that on occasion some have paid more under the per program license, all suggest 

any aggregate dollar savings earned by stations from their blanket license fees is not significant 

enough to offset Mr. Zarakas' otherwise conservative calculation of the music ratio. See SP 

PFOF See SP PFOF 71. Moreover, although Dr. Woodbury suggested that the combined amount 

of music license payments to the PROS and direct license fees was less than the negotiated 

blanket fee, he was unable to quantify the amount of any difference and, therefore, he could not 

offer any opinion as to the total amount of music license fees paid by local television stations. 

See SP PFOF 77377, 382. Certainly, Dr. Woodbury did no empirical analysis, and could offer no 

empirical evidence, to show that blanket license fees overstate to any material or measurable 

degree the total music license fees paid by the local stations. See SP PFOF 77410. 

2. Mr. Zarakas's Weighting by Station Type Was Necessary to Create a 
Music Ratio for the Distant Signal Market. 

Dr. Woodbury's criticism of the station-type weighting employed by Mr. Zarakas falls flat for 

three reasons. First, Mr. Zarakas' weighting scheme specifically addresses the 1998-1999 

CARP'S concern that any music ratio must reflect the numerous differences between the local 

television and distant signal markets. By weighting the distant signal half-years for stations 

received by subscribers, Mr. Zarakas accounted for the distant signals that cable systems actually 

chose to transmit in the 2004-2005 period in a manner that appropriately accounts for differences 

in subscribership between small and large cable systems. See SP PFOF 77391. 

. .. Second, Dr. Woodbury conceded that some type of weighting to adjust the music ratio to 

the distant signal market is appropriate (although, in his proposed music ratio, he did no 
:i 
<. . . . 
t ;  

weighting). See SP PFOF W412. He testified without explanation that viewership, rather than 

subscriber access, would provide a better weighting scheme to apply to the over-the-air music 

ratios of the individual station groups, but, by his own admission, Dr. Woodbury performed no 

viewership analysis to offer alternative weights, despite the fact that Program Suppliers had 

access to viewership data in the distant market. And Dr. Woodbury also did not explain why a 

viewership weighting scheme would be applicable to a music ratio approach that uses the relative 

value of rights payments applicable to a station's programming, when the overwhelming 



evidence in this proceeding is that the subscription cable market is not driven by viewership data 

like the local market. See SP PFOF 11412. In fact, Dr. Woodbury did not calculate any 

weighted music ratio at all. By failing to weight at all, Dr. Woodbury repeated the error noted by 

the CARP in the 1998-1999 proceeding,4 where the CARP held that the goal of the Section 11 1 

distribution proceeding was to find relative market value in the hypothetical distant signal 

market, not the local over-the-air market.5 

Third, Dr. Woodbury's complaint that Mr. Zarakas treated WGN America as an 

Independent station, rather than as a WB affiliate, is unfounded. WGN America, as a national 

superstation feed, does not contain any WB network programming. See SP PFOF 77413. All 

WB programming on the local WGN station feed is substituted out and replaced by other 

programming. See SP PFOF 11391,413-14. WGN America is thus, by definition (including Dr. 

Woodbury's own definition), an Independent station, and was appropriately classified as such by 

Mr. Zarakas. See SP PFOF 117391. Moreover, the suggestion that WGN was classified as an 

Independent station to increase the music ratio is unsupported. Indeed, the music ratio for 

Independent stations was below the average for all other stations, so, all else equal, the inclusion 

of WGN America as an Independent had the effect of decreasing the overall music share relative 

to all the other stations retransmitted as distant signals. Indeed, weighting WGN America as a 

WB affiliate, considering the substantial rights payments made by the WB network for 

programming that is not carried as a distant signal by WGN America, would artificially decrease 

the music ratio. See SP PFOF 17412,392 

C. Program Suppliers' Alternative Study Is Deficient in Design and Execution. 

Dr. Woodbury presented an alternative music ratio study that did nothing to address the 

concerns of the CARP in the 1998-1999 proceeding and skewed the results of the study to drive 

down the music percentage by: (1) including network fees and rights payments for ABC, NBC, 

and CBS (the Big 3 Networks); (2) failing to make any weighting adjustment to his calculation 

based on which television stations were actually retransmitted distantly and in what degree; (3) 

including the cost of direct music licenses in the denominator of his ratios (added to broadcast 

4 1998-1999 CARP Report at 85. 

1998-1999 CARP Report at 10-13. 



rights payments), but failing to include direct music license fees in his numerators; (4) including 

music license fees and broadcast rights payments for non-commercial stations in his 

denominators, but failing to include music license fees for those same stations in his numerators; 

and 5 )  failing to amend his study results, despite learning that the U.S. Census Bureau survey 

data he relied upon .for his study had been revised and corrected in a manner that would increase 

the Music Claimants' calculated share. See SP PFOF 11401-408. Put simply, Dr. Woodbury's 

testimony and study - inaccurate, incomplete, and unreliable - should be given no weight by 

the Judges. 

VI. None Of The Studies Offered By Program Suppliers Provides Any Reliable 
Evidence Of Relative Marketplace Value And None Of These Studies Should Be 
Used In Determining The Claimants' Awards. 

For over twenty years the Program Suppliers argued that their custom Nielsen viewing 

study (which purported to reflect the relative amount of time that cable households spent 

watching the different types of distant signal programming) represented the best measure of 

relative market value. However, after WTBS converted from a distant signal to a cable network 

in 1998, Program Suppliers' share of distant signal viewing time declined dramatically. 

. . Accordingly, Program Suppliers rethought their historical reliance upon Nielsen viewing shares 

. . and argued for the first time that an adjusted version of their viewing numbers (adjusted by 

. . * i "avidity" as determined by Dr. Gmen) better reflected relative marketplace values. The 1998-99 

._. CARP disagreed, concluding that the viewing study did not address the "criterion of relevance" - 
i 
,ZT relative market value - and that Dr. Gmen's proposed adjustments suffered from several "fatal 

< .  flaws" that precluded Program Suppliers' approach from being useful. 1998-99 CARP Report at 

. . 38-39, 42-44. The Register, Librarian and Court of Appeals affirmed the CARP'S rejection of 

1 .. 
the Gruen adjusted viewing study. See 1998-99 Librarian's Order, 69 Fed. ~ e g .  at 3614, a f d  

. . Program Suppliers v. Librarian, 409 F.3d at 395. 

In this proceeding, the Program Suppliers have reaffirmed that the raw Nielsen viewing 

minutes upon. which they once relied do not reflect relative marketplace value. That point was 

echoed by the sponsor of the Nielsen study, Paul Lindstrom of Nielsen. Tr. 1988-89 

(Lindstrom); accord Tr. 2229, 2230, 2231 (Ford) ("viewership is not value"). The Program 

Suppliers have now presented, through Dr. George Ford, a new study that attempts to adjust the 



Nielsen viewing minutes by local broadcast advertising rates. And Dr. Gruen has returned with a 

new study -- a constant sum survey of cable subscribers. Neither of the Program Suppliers' 

studies provides any reliable evidence of relative marketplace value; it would be clear error to 

use either of these studies to determine the claimants' 2004-05 awards. 

A. The Ford Analysis Of Nielsen Viewing Minutes Is Fatally Flawed In Concept 
And Execution. 

The 1998-99 CARP awarded Program Suppliers slightly less than 40% of the 1998 and 

1999 royalty funds, consistent with the 1998-99 Bortz results. Dr. Ford has devised a new study 

which purports to show that Program Suppliers should receive over 70% of the 2004-05 funds -- 

about $90 million more than they would receive under the percentage shares adopted by the 

1998-99 CARP (or under the 2004-05 Bortz studies). Program Suppliers have never in the 

thirtyyear history of the distribution proceedings received more than their viewing share, as 

reflected in their custom Nielsen study (and have routinely received significantly less). 

Nevertheless, Dr. Ford has found a way to accord Program Suppliers 14 percentage points ($21 

million) more than their 2004 custom viewing share and 7 percentage points ($10.5 million) 

more than their 2005 custom viewing share. Ford WDT (PS Ex. 11) at 39 (Table 6 Corrected); 

see SP PFOF 77423-443. 

To support his dramatic reworking of royalty shares, Dr. Ford must create a hypothetical 

marketplace that is quite different from the one that the 1998-99 CARP envisioned. Dr. Ford is 

uncertain about whether broadcasters or cable operators would purchase the distant signal 

programming in his hypothetical marketplace and whether it would make any difference. See 

Tr. 2183-84 (Ford) ("[Ilt could be the cable operator; it could be the broadcaster"); id. at 2181 

(same). However, he predicates his study upon the novel theory that each distant signal in this 

hypothetical marketplace would operate as if it were a new station, such as a low power 

television station ("LPTV") that had constructed a tower in the cable community; this 

hypothetical broadcast station would transmit the same programming from that tower that it 

transmits in the home market where it operates a full-power station; it would transmit those 

programs on an exclusive basis in the distant cable community; it would derive revenues in that 

distant cable community solely by selling advertising; and it would compensate copyright owners 

solely in proportion to the ad revenues it received. See SP PFOF 71429-435. Dr. Ford contends 



that the relative amounts copyright owners would receive in this hypothetical marketplace are 

based on broadcast market advertising revenues, which he derives based not on direct data but 

through a set of mathematical calculations in which he multiplies each claimant's share of 

viewing minutes from the Program Suppliers' custom viewing study by theoretical local-market 

broadcast station advertising rates ("CPMs) that he calculates separately for each program 

category based on a series of different assumptions for the different categories. See SP 

PFOF 77436.443. 

Under questioning from the Judges, Dr. Ford explained that his reason for proposing an 

advertising-based approach for determining relative market value in this proceeding was that he 

"assumed himself into the data flow," meaning that he found a different market - local broadcast 

advertising - in which data were available, and simply assumed that relative values in the cable 

distant signal market would be revealed through those data. See TI. 2192 (Ford); see SP 

PFOF 112123,2192. 

For several reasons, Dr. Ford's adjusted viewing study cannot be used to allocate the 

2004-05 royalties that cable operators paid to retransmit distant signal programming. 

1. Dr. Ford's Approach Is Inconsistent With The Congressional Intent 
Underlying Section 111 And Applicable Judicial Precedent 

Dr. Ford's proposed approach is predicated on the untenable premise that cable operators 

are wholly irrelevant to the question of relative market value. There is absolutely nothing in Dr. 

Ford's analysis that takes account of how cable operators value the different types of distant 

signal programming. See Tr. 2189 (Ford) ("The cable system is irrelevant to the analysis"); see 

SP PFOF 77430-432. That view is squarely inconsistent with the legislative purpose underlying 

Section 11 1 and with applicable precedent. 

Congress recognized that cable operators that retransmit distant signal non-network 

broadcast programming should pay the creators of that programming. H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 

94" Cong., 2d Sess. 89, reprinted in 1976 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin News 5659, 5704. But 

Congress thought that negotiations between cable systems and copyright owners would be 

unduly burdensome. Accordingly, Congress adopted a compulsory license permitting 

retransmission of distant signal non-network broadcast programming under specified 



conditions. As part of this system, Congress established the CRT (and ultimately the Judges) to 

"operate as a substitute for direct negotiations (which were thought to be impractical) among 

cable operators and copyright owners . . . ." CBN v. CRT, 720 F.2d at 1306 (emphasis added); 

accordNCTA v. CRT, 724 F.2d 176, 185-186 (D.C. Cir. 1983). Although Congress deferred to 

the CRT and it successors in deciding how the cable royalties should be allocated, the statute and 

accompanying legislative history (as the Court of Appeals has recognized) plainly contemplate 

that the purpose of the endeavor is to determine what cable operators would have paid copyright 

owners for the right to retransmit distant signal programming. Dr. Ford's approach ignores this 

legislative purpose and adopts a "proxy" market that assumes away the very cable systems that 

Congress and the Court of Appeals envisioned as the "buyers" in the relevant market. 

Unlike Dr. Ford, the 1998-99 CARP properly focused upon how the cable operator 

values the different types of distant signal non-network programming. See 1998-99 CARP 

Report at 52. That approach is inconsistent with the policy underlying Section 111 and 

applicable judicial precedent. 

! Dr. Ford's Approach Improperly Relies Upon Advertising Revenues 
That Neither Cable Operators Nor Broadcasters Receive From 
Distant Signal Programming. 

Dr. Ford's analysis is based on the assumption that the entire economic value of the 

programming at issue here derives from advertising revenues alone. Tr. 2200 (Ford); see SP 

PFOF 77434, 451, 460. But the Section 11 1 royalties being distributed in this proceeding are 

derived from cable operator subscription revenues, not advertising revenues. See 17 U.S.C. 5 
11 1(d)(3) (tying royalty payment to revenues received from "gross receipts" from subscribers not 

advertising revenues); Cablevision Systems Development Co. v. Motion Picture Ass'n of 

America, 836 F.2d 599, 603 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (The Copyright Act "allows the copyright owners 

of distant non-network programs to receive a portion of the fees paid to the cable systems by 

subscribers"). Dr. Ford's misguided focus upon advertising revenues, rather than the cable 

operators' subscription revenues which are the basis of the Section 11 1 royalties, is contrary to 

the statutory scheme and unsupportable as a matter of economic logic and marketplace realities. 

The Copyright Act prohibits cable operators from inserting advertising into the distant 

signal non-network programming they retransmit pursuant to the Section 11 1 compulsory 



license. 17 U.S.C. 5 11 1(c)(3). Consequently, the relative values that cable operators attach to 

the different types of distant signal non-network programming they retransmit have nothing to do 

with advertising revenues. Value relates solely to the ability of that programming to attract and 

to retain subscribers -- the value measured by the Bortz surveys. As the 1998-99 CARP properly 

noted, "The value of distant signals to [cable operators] is in attracting and retaining subscribers, 

and not contributing to supplemental advertising revenue." 1998-99 CARP Report at 38. See 

also id. at 39. ("The principal economic value of distant signal programming to cable operators 

is instead measured by the extent to which the programming helps attract and retain subscribers 

and thus maintain or increase subscription revenues'.) (citations omitted). 

Dr. Ford theorizes that in a marketplace absent compulsory licensing, cable operators 

would be allowed to insert advertising. See SP PFOF 11461, 466. That is squarely inconsistent 

with the conclusion that the 1998-99 CARP reached. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 13 n.6 ("We 

note here that unlike PS . . . the Panel does not assume that, in the hypothetical free market, 

[cable operators] would insert and sell advertisements on retransmitted distant signals as 

proscribed under the statutory license. . . . no persuasive evidence suggests that they would."). 

The record in this proceeding unequivocally supports the conclusion of the 1998-99 CAW. As 

CTV rebuttal witnesses Dr. Gregory Crawford and Greg Stone explained, there are numerous 

reasons, based on the ways in which advertising time is sold in both the local broadcast and local 

cable markets, why the hypothetical distant signal market in the absence of a compulsory license 

would not depend on advertising sales. These include the facts, confirmed as well by Program 

Suppliers' Nielsen witness Paul Lindstrom and by Dr. Ford's own underlying data, that the 

viewing to distant signals within individual cable systems and the viewing to LPTV stations is so 
. . 

limited that it is often not even reported in the local market book ratings that broadcast stations 

use to sell advertising, and that the purchasers of spot time on local stations have no incentive to 

split their buys among small stations and cable systems that serve only part of the market they 

are seeking to reach. See SP PFOF 464-466. 

Indeed, nothing in the current law prohibits broadcasters from attempting to gain 

additional advertising revenue from the retransmission of their signals to distant communities. 

As the record in this proceeding demonstrates, broadcasters are simply not able to do so. See 

Tr.979, 988-92, 999 (Fritz); Tr. 2123 (Ford); accord, 1998-99 C A W  Report at 12 



("Broadcasters would be indifferent respecting distant retransmission because distant carriage 

does not enhance their advertising revenues") (citations omitted); see SP PFOF 1466. Program 

Suppliers have failed to adduce any evidence to the contrary. To the extent (if at all ) any 

broadcaster were able to enhance its advertising revenues based upon the carriage of its signal 

into a distant market, such revenues would presumably already be reflected in the license fees 

program suppliers already receive. Those revenues, however, are wholly distinct from the 

royalties that must be allocated in this proceeding, which have nothing to do with advertising. 

Program Suppliers have presented no persuasive evidence that cable operators would 

likely derive revenues, much less &l of thelr revenues as Dr. Ford assumes, from inserting 

advertising on distant signals in the hypothetical marketplace. Moreover, the programming that 

cable operators actually retransmitted during 2004-05 (and that is the subject of this proceeding) 

was retransmitted without cable operators being allowed to insert commercials. This proceeding 

calls upon the Judges to determine the relative value of that programming, not programming 

where commercials may have been (but plainly were not) inserted. See Ford W.R.T. at 8-9 (must 

value the programming actually retransmitted pursuant to Section 111 even though in a free 

market a different mix of that programming might have been purchased by cable operators). 

Thus, even if Dr. Ford's assumptions about advertising in the hypothetical market were not 

incorrect for the reasons described above and in the testimony of expert and knowledgeable 

witnesses in this proceeding, they would be irrelevant to the question at hand. 

3. Dr. ~ o ; d  Has Analyzed The Wrong Market. 

Even if Dr. Ford's reliance on an advertising revenue-based market analysis were not 

otherwise inconsistent with the structure and intent of the compulso~y license and the evidence in 

this proceeding, his approach, as explained by CTV rebuttal witness Dr. Greg Crawford, is 

fundamentally flawed from an economics perspective because it uses the wrong market. The 

profit maximizing market objectives as well as the economic outcomes are fundamentally 

different in the broadcast and cable markets, and the differences result in different types of 

programming being valued in the two markets. As Dr. Crawford's independent empirical 

research has confirmed, the program types that most contribute to profitability in the cable 

market are special interest or niche programs as opposed to general interest programs, the 

opposite of the value proposition in the broadcast advertising market. Hence, Dr. Ford's 



analysis, which is based on applying "prices" for different program categories that he derives 

from local broadcast advertising market data, takes the irrelevant viewing numbers and makes 

them even more misleading as a measure of relative value in the cable distant signal market. See 

SP PFOF 77446-458. 

Wholly apart from the fundamental conceptual flaws in his approach, Dr. Ford's 

"hypothetical market" is flatly inconsistent with the realities of the actual broadcast station 

marketplace, as explained by both Dr. Crawford and CTV rebuttal witness Gregory Stone, an 

experienced broadcaster. The purchaser in Dr. Ford's hypothetical market would be either a new 

limited-signal broadcast station or the cable system itself. Cable operators, of course, are already 

completely free to engage in the kinds of program-by-program purchases Dr. Ford hypothesizes, 

but they do not do so, because they prefer to buy channels. And the "new" stations Dr. Ford 

hypothesizes already exist today, in the form of LPTV stations. As Mr. Stone's testimony 

shows, LPTV stations serving cable communities cannot and do not command advertising rates 

or revenues anything like those Dr. Ford assumes, and cannot and do not purchase anything like 

the kinds of programs the actual distant signals provide. The market evidence thus flatly 

contradicts Dr. Ford's hypothetical market premise. See SP PFOF 464-466. 

4. Dr. Ford's Share Calculations Are Based On Erroneous Data and 
Assumptions. 

Even if Dr. Ford's approach were not inconsistent with the statutory scheme and 

fundamentally flawed as a matter of economic analysis, his "relative value" share calculations 

,. - are completely unusable because they use erroneous data and assumptions. First, the viewing 

.. minutes share numbers reported in the MPAA custom viewing study presented in this proceeding 

are erroneous because of a number of data analysis errors made by Nielsen, several of which 

produced inexplicable very large increases in the total distant signal viewing and the Program 

Suppliers' relative viewing share between 2004 and 20W. See SP PFOF 481,551-558. 

Furthermore, Dr. Ford's creation of a set of "prices" for the various program categories is 

rife with erroneous assumptions. First, he assigns ''prices" based on advertising data from the 

U.S. local commercial television market to three out of six categories for which such data is 

simply inapplicable. For PTV, which sells no advertising because of its non-commercial nature, 



he makes assumptions that contributions are like advertising but also that the average CPM, 

which he applies fully to Program Suppliers programming, should be cut by two-thirds for PTV. 

For Devotionals, he assigns the average CPM even though Devotional programmers sell no 

advertising in their programs. And he applies the average CPM to Canadian station 

programming even though he used no advertising data at all for Canadian broadcast markets. 

See SP PFOF 11439-441. 

For the remaining "prices," a key to the increase in the Program Suppliers' share that 

results from his calculations is that he adjusts the CPM-based 'price" for CTV programming 

downwards, based on a number of assumptions. But the assumptions by which he seeks to 

justify the manipulations of the CPM rates for CTV, which have the effect of reducing the 

"price" he assumed for CTV programming and increasing the relative "price" for Program 

Suppliers programming, were demonstrably false and based on fundamental misunderstandings 

about how the local broadcast advertising market actually works, as demonstrated both by his 

own underlying data and by Mr. Stone's expert testimony. His decision not to credit CTV 

programming with Prime Time CPMs was wrong both because he mistakenly assumed that CTV 

programming did not air during Prime Time, and because he credited all other categories with 

those CPMs even though their higher levels are driven by local advertising sales during network 

programming, which are non-compensable in these proceedings. Contrary to Dr. Ford's 

apparently uninformed assumptions, the evidence shows that CPMs for station-produced news 

programs are typically higher, not lower, than the CPMs for entertainment programs. See SP 

PFOF 17436-438,467-468. 

Even if he had managed to derive an appropriate set of advertising-based "prices" for 

programs in the broadcast advertising marketplace, of course, those prices would not reflect the 

full value of the programs in the cable market or the advertising marketplace. In rebuttal, JSC 

witness Mr. Trautman applied Dr. Ford's approach to sports programming carried on various 

cable networks (TBS, TNT, and the Top 25 cable networks). Using program expenditures for 

JSC programming as a guide for the value of such programming, Mr. Trautman determined that 

sports programming on those networks was six to eight times more valuable than was shown 

using the Ford model. See SP PFOF 11482-488. 



Dr. Ford's approach using CPM rates also ignores the substantial additional value that 

programming may bring to broadcasters and cable networks beyond advertising revenue for a 

particular program. Sports programs, for example, are often used as "hooks" to sell packages of 

advertising on multiple programs, and reliance on CPM rates for a particular event ignores the 

fact that the sports program may have been the reason why an advertiser for a non-sports 

propam agreed to pay the CPM for that non-sports program. And because of the value of sports 

programming, which Dr. Ford recognized was different than most other programs (Tr. 2231 

(Ford)), sports programming is often used as a "tent pole" by programmers to attract viewers 

and cycle them to other programs. Dr. Ford's analysis ignores these real-world elements of 

value and relies instead on an artificial measurement that specifically understates the value of 

sports programming. See SP PFOF 17469.480. 

5. Nothing In The Record Corroborates Dr. Ford's Results Or  
Demonstrates That His Study Is Reliable. To The Contrary, The 
Record Establishes That Dr. Ford's Approach 1s Wholly Inconsistent 
With Marketplace Evidence. 

The only witness in these proceedings to support use of the Ford approach is Dr. Ford 

himself. Every other witness who addressed the issue concluded that Ford study does not 

provide any useful information on relative marketplace value. See Tr. 229-30, 255-56 

(Crandall); Tr. 2344-45 (Crawford); Tr. 2786-88 (Salinger); Tr. 3060-61 (Calfee); Tr. 2700-01 

(Trautman); Tr. 2607-09 (Desser); see SP PFOF 17445-488. 

Furthermore, Program Suppliers are offering the Ford approach for the first time in these 

proceedings, and Ford's study examines only the two years involved in this proceeding. There is 

" .  simply no historical basis for comparing the results that Ford reaches for 2004-05 with any other 

time period to determine whether the results are reliable. That fact alone militates against 

reliance upon the Ford study as a distribution methodology. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 50,48 

, . (refusing to adopt the Rosston regression analysis as a "methodology for independently 

,*: determining relative value" in part because "the lack of any historical bases for assessing 

reliability is of concern"); id. at 88 ("Unlike the Bortz survey, the Schinck approach is not time- 

tested. Similar approaches have not been adopted, or even presented for litigation scrutiny, for 

over 20 years. Unlike reliance on 'tried and true' methodologies such as the Bortz survey, this 

Panel is loath to slash drastically an award based upon such untested methodologies"). The 



concern over reliability is particularly significant here given that, as Dr. Ford acknowledged (Tr. 

2286 (Ford)), there is a "significant difference" in his results for the years 2004 and 2005. See 

SP PFOF 11481-554-557. 

In addition, Program Suppliers have not presented any evidence to corroborate the results 

of the Ford study. Indeed, the Gruen cable subscriber study reflects a valuation for Program 

Suppliers that is more than 20 percentage points lower than the valuation for Program Suppliers 

in the Ford study (even if one improperly credits Program Suppliers with the full value of their 

"other sports" category). No Program Suppliers' witness (other than Dr. Ford) even references 

the Ford study. 

B. The Gruen Cable Subscriber Surveys Are Methodologically Deficient And 
Do Not Show How The Section 111 Royalties Would Be Allocated In A Free 
Market Absent Compulsory Licensing. 

Dr. Gruen's testimony makes clear that his cable subscriber surveys do not reflect relative 

market value. As noted above, he offered an adjusted viewing study in the 1998-99 proceeding 

to show how the "Section 11 1 copyright payments would be distributed among the different 

programming categories if the respective values of the different programming categories were 

established in a marketplace setting." Tr. 1841 (Gmen). But he repeatedly disavowed the 

suggestion that his subscriber study was intended to serve the same purpose in this proceeding. 

See Tr. 1840-47 (Gmen); accord Tr. 2294 (Ford) (Gruen survey does not reflect "market 

valuation"). Gruen would say only that, if surveys are to be used, the Judges should use a survey 

of cable subscribers rather than operators. See Tr. 1836-37 (Gruen). 

Dr. Gruen, however, has it backwards. While a cable operator's valuations of 

programming may be derived from subscriber valuations, in the final analysis it is the cable 

operator's valuation (and not the subscriber's) that determines the relative amounts that program 

owners receive. As Dr. Crawford explained, even if a subscriber survey collected the 

appropriate information about subscriber preferences (which he explains Dr. Gruen's survey did 

not), a profit maximizing cable operator would extract greater value from programming which 

subscriber preferences were "negatively correlated" with the system's other program offerings 

than from programming for which a subscriber survey simply reported the highest average 



preference. See SP PFOF 77452, 532-34. And thus it is the operator survey, and not the 

subscriber survey, that should be used to determine relative market value. 

In any event, the 2004-05 Gmen subscriber surveys are seriously flawed and afford no 

proper basis for determining any claimant's royalty share in this proceeding. JSC presented the 

testimony of two witnesses (Jeffrey Berman of C&R Research and Dr. Gregory Duncan of 

Berkeley), both of whom were qualified as experts in survey research, to discuss these flaws; the 

Canadians presented a third survey research expert (Dr. Ratchford) to do the same. Their 

testimony demonstrates that the Gmen surveys do not comport with the relevant professional 

standards, including those set forth in the Federal Judicial Center's Reference Guide on Survey 

Research. But rather than simply provide expert opinion criticizing the Gmen surveys, JSC also 

commissioned a pilot study from C&R Research (which has conducted numerous cable 

subscriber surveys for the cable indusby) to assess whether those criticisms have any empirical 

basis. That pilot study demonstrates that the Settling Parties' criticisms of the Program 

Suppliers' cable subscriber surveys have a sound factual underpinning -- unlike Program 

Suppliers' criticisms of the Bortz cable operators surveys which are based on pure speculation 

and conjecture. Among other things, the pilot study confirms that the Gmen surveys obtained 

meaningless responses on program valuations because they provided their respondents with 

examples of programs that were not televised by the distant signals that the respondents received. 

Indeed, over half of the respondents to the pilot study identified such program examples (those 

not televised by their distant signals) as the programming they were valuing -- which is precisely 

why Bortz has resisted using such examples despite Program Suppliers' repeated insistence over 

many years that it do so. See SP PFOF 482-91. 

One additional point should be emphasized. The Gruen surveys are not the first cable 

subscriber surveys to be offered in the distribution proceedings. In the 1983 distribution 

proceeding, CTV sponsored a constant sum cable subscriber study that was challenged by 

various parties including Program Suppliers. The CRT expressed concerns about the study 

because of its low response rate (under 33%) and overrepresentation of females (60%) who 

accorded significantly lower valuations to sports than did males (20% vs 33%). See 1983 CRT 

Determination, 51 Fed. Reg. at 12810 & 12799. Incredibly, and contrary to all basic tenets of 

survey research, Dr. Gmen did not provide the Judges with any information about the response 



rate of his cable subscriber surveys, instead offering a meaningless "cooperation" rate. 

Furthermore, while he collected a variety of demographic information about the respondents, he 

did not obtain or provide any information about the gender of the survey respondents. See SP 

PFOF 77492.501. 

The lack of this basic information (response rate and gender of respondents) -- which is 

routinely included in reports of professionally-conducted consumer surveys -- precludes the 

parties and the Judges from determining whether the Program Suppliers' surveys have responded 

to the basic concerns raised about the last cable subscriber survey introduced in the cable royalty 

distribution proceedings. Furthermore, Dr. Duncan and Ms. Berman both emphasized the 

importance of collecting this information in order to determine the representativeness of a survey 

sample, and neither Dr. Duncan or Mr. Berman could ever recall a consumer survey where such 

information was not provided. Consequently, the Program Suppliers have failed to show that the 

respondents to the Gmen Survey are representative of the cable universe. On this basis alone, 

the Judges should not accord any weight to the Gmen subscriber surveys. See SP PFOF 492- 

501. 

Even if the survey had been properly implemented, however, it should not be used as a 

direct measure of relative market value, for the reasons Dr. Crawford explained. From the 

perspective of the economic principles that drive the profitability of a cable system that sells 

bundled programming, the greatest value is in niche programming for which preferences are 

negatively correlated with the system's other program offerings. Dr. h e n ' s  survey failed to 

ask a qualifying question about whether the respondent valued distant signal programming at all, 

and thus failed to collect hdamentally meaningful information about the respondents' relative 

preferences. But it also failed to collect information about the respondents' relative preferences 

for their systems' other program offerings, which would have been necessary in order to derive 

meaningful information about the relative value of the distant signal program types to cable 

operators in terms of maximizing their profits through attracting and retaining subscribers with 

the programming bundles they offer. See SP PFOF 452,516-22. 

VII. The Devotional Claimants Have Provided No Persuasive Evidence To Justify A 
Change In Their Prior Litigated Award, And Other Evidence Supports The 
Continuation Of That Award. 



In the 1998-99 proceeding, the CARP reviewed all the record evidence to determine 

whether particular claimants' awards should be lower or higher than their Bortz shares. Based 

upon that review, the JSC, CTV and Program Suppliers' shares were set slightly below their 

Bortz shares (but at the same relative level as Bortz) while PTV and the Canadians received 

more than their Bortz shares. The 1998-99 CARP did not consider how the Devotionals' share 

should relate to the 1998-99 Bortz results because the Devotionals chose not to participate in that 

proceeding and thus they made no showing as to how their award should relate to their Bortz 

share. Instead, they agreed to accept their 1990-92 litigated award, which was set below their 

1990-92 litigated Bortz share, and to sit on the sidelines while others litigated over the 

significance of the 1998-99 Bortz results. 

In the 1990-92 proceeding, the Devotionals had sought an award equal to their 1990-92 

Bortz share. The 1990-1992 CARP, however, found that the Devotionals' evidence in support of 

their claim was "anecdotal or individual opinions, not quantified andlor not related to the 

Devotionals' proportionate share of the royalty fund," and that there had been no change in 

circumstances since the previous cable distribution proceeding determination. 1990-92 CARP 

Report at 130. The CARP made an award to the Devotional Claimants of 1.25% of Basic Fund 

royalties per year, notwithstanding that their Bortz survey shares were 3.6%, 4.3%, and 3.9% for 

the respective years. 1990-92 CARP Report at 50. The Devotionals' shares were adjusted to 

accommodate other awards, so that their final 1990-92 awards were 1.19375% of the Basic Fund 

(1.19385% for 1990) and 0.90725% of the 3.75 Fund (0.9080532% for 1990). 1990-92 

Librarian Decision, 61 Fed. Reg. 55653, 55661-62 (Oct. 28, 1996). The Devotional Claimants 

argued on appeal that the CARP had ignored its evidence corroborating the Bortz share numbers 

and treated its evidence differently from that of other claimant categories, but the Librarian and 

the Court of Appeals affirmed the CARP'S conclusions. See 1990-92 Librarzan Decision, 61 

Fed. Reg. 55653, 55666 (Oct. 28, 1996), affd, NAB v. Librarian of Congress, 146 F.3d 907, 

928-29 (D.C. Cir. 1998). 

In this proceeding, the Devotionals have offered no study of their own to support any 

award. Instead, they have sought to free-ride on the 2004-05 Bortz study and to attack the 

Waldfogel regression analysis that confirms the 2004-05 Bortz results for all parties except the 

Devotionals, claiming they are entitled to an award that is five to six percentage points (over 



$15 million) more than their last litigated award. To be sure, the Devotionals' Bortz share is 

higher in 2004-05 than in 1990-92. However, the evidence in this proceeding also shows that 

90% of the Devotional programming on WGN, the most widely distributed distant signal and the 

subject of the relative program valuations by a majority of the Bortz survey respondents, was 

non-compensable. See SP PFOF 11224-225, 229-230, 704. The Bortz results thus provide at 

best a ceiling for Devotionals. Given that virtually all (90%) of the distant signal Devotional 

programming on WGN was non-cornpensable, it was incumbent upon the Devotionals to come 

forward with compelling evidence demonstrating that the Bortz survey should nonetheless serve 

as a proper basis for the significant increase they are seeking. They have failed to do so. 

In short, the Devotionals have failed to provide credible evidence of changed 

circumstances since 1990-92 or any credible evidence tending to show that the 1990-92 CARP'S 

prior determination of their award at a level below their Bortz survey share was incorrect. Under 

the standard set forth by the Court of Appeals in NAB v. CRT, supra note 1, the Devotionals have 

failed to establish that they should receive an award higher than their 1990-92 award. 
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PROPOSED CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

I. Purpose of Proceeding 

1. The purpose of this proceeding is to allocate approximately $300 million in 2004- 

05 Section 11 1 cable royalties among four claimant groups -- the Settling Parties (comprised of 

the Joint Sports Claimants ("JSC"), Commercial 'Television Claimants ("CTV"), Public 

Television Claimants ("PTV" and Music Claimants ("Music")), Program Suppliers, Canadian 

Claimants and Devotional Claimants. Cable systems paid these royalties in exchange for a 

compulsory license to retransmit distant signal non-network programming on broadcast signals 

during the years 2004 and 2005 pursuant to Section 11 1 of the Copyright Act. 17 U.S.C. 5 11 1. 

2. The programming and other works within the claims of these parties are as 

follows: 

Promam Suppliers. Syndicated series, specials and movies, other 
than Devotional Claimants programs as defined below. 

Syndicated Series and specials are defined as including (1) 
programs licensed to and broadcast by at least one U.S. 
commercial television station during the calendar year in question, 
(2) programs produced by or for a broadcast station that are 
broadcast by two or more U.S. television stations during the 
calendar year in question, and (3) programs produced by or for a 
U.S. Commercial television station that are comprised 
predominantly of syndicated elements, such as music video shows, 
cartoon shows, "PM Magazine," and locally hosted movie shows. 

Joint Sports Claimants. Live telecasts of professional and college 
team sports broadcast by U.S. and Canadian television stations, 
except for programs coming within the Canadian Claimants 
category as defined below. 

Commercial Television Claimants. Programs produced by or for a 
U.S. commercial television station and broadcast only by that one 
station during the calendar year in question and not coming within . 
the exception described in subpart 3) of the "Program Suppliers" 
definition. 

Public Television Claimants. All programs broadcast on U.S. 
noncommercial educational television stations. 



Devotional Claimants. Syndicated programs of a primarily 
religious theme, not limited to those produced by or for religious 
institutions. 

Canadian Claimants. All programs broadcast on Canadian 
television stations, except (1) live telecasts of Major League 
Baseball, National Hockey League, and U.S. college team sports, 
and (2) other programs owned by U.S. copyright owners. 

Music Claimants. Musical works performed during the course of 
programs that are themselves separately represented as parts of the 
preceding categories. 

11. Legal Standards for Allocating Cable Royalties 

3. , 
Section 803(a)(l) of the Copyright Act,l7 U.S.C. § 803(a)(l), provides that: 

The Copyright Royalty Judges shall act in accordance with 
regulations issued by the Copyright Royalty Judges and the 
Librarian of Congress, and on the basis of a written record, prior 
determinations and interpretations of the Copyright Royalty 
Tribunal, Librarian of Congress, the Register of Copyrights, 
copyright arbitration royalty CARPS (to the extent those 
determinations are not inconsistent with a decision of the Librarian 
of Congress or the Register of Copyrights), and the Copyright 
Royalty Judges (to the extent those determinations are not 
inconsistent with a decision of the Register of Copyrights that was 
timely delivered to the Copyright Royalty Judges pursuant to 
section 802(f)(l)(A) or (B), or with a decision of the Register of 
Copyrights pursuant to section 802(f)(l)(D)), under this chapter, 
and decisions of the court of appeals under this chapter before, on, 
or after the effective date of the Copyright Royalty apd 
Distribution Reform Act of 2004. 

The 1998-99 CARP, interpreting similar statutory language, stated: 

[Tlhe CARP must "act on the basis of ... prior decisions of the 
Copyright Royalty Tribunal, prior Copyright Arbitration CARP 
determinations, and rulings by the Librarian ..." 17 U.S.C. 8 802(c) 
(203). Therefore, the CARP must accord precedential value to 
prior awards. But that does not mean the former awards are 
immutable. See 1990-92 Librarian Determination at 55659 ("Wh~le 
the CARP must take account of Tribunal [and CARP] precedent, 
the CARP may deviate from it if the CARP provides a reasoned 
explanation of its decision to vary from precedent.") 



1998-99 CARP Report at 13. 

4. The issues in this proceeding have been shaped during more than thirty years of 

litigation involving the distribution of Section 11 1 royalties. The 1998-99 CARP stated: 

"[pllainly, a CARP ought not casually depart from established precedent." 1998-99 CARP 

Report at 14. "[A] system that already imposes substantial burdens on copyright owners would 

become completely unworkable if such precedent, upon which parties necessarily rely in 

negotiations and in developing litigation positions, were changed lightly - simply because new 

decision-makers had different views or different personal preferences concerning the intrinsic 

worth of certain programming." See id. at 14 (citation omitted). The CARP concluded its 

discussion of precedent by balancing the need for precedent with the obligation to make 

decisions based on the record before it regardless of whether circumstances have changed since 

the last proceeding. See id. 

5.  As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit held in a seminal opinion 

regarding these successive, interrelated cable royalty distribution proceedings, the decision 

making body should ask two questions in determining the shares to be awarded in the current 

case: (1) Have any parties presented persuasive evidence "tending to show that past conclusions 

were incorrect"?, and (2) Have changed circumstances occurred since the last litigation that 

require a change in the parties' prior awards? National Ass'n of Broadcasters v. Copyright 

Royalty Tribunal, 772 F.2d 922,932 (D.C. Cir. 1985). 

111. The Distribution Standard -- Relative Marketplace Value 

6 .  Congress did not set forth a statutory standard for cable royalty allocations. 

However, the 1998-99 CARP concluded (as did the 1990-92 CARP) that the royalty shares 

should reflect the relative marketplace value of the different claimant categories, i.e., the relative 

amounts of royalties that each such category would receive in a free market absent compulsory 

licensing. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 9-10; 1990-92 CARP Report at 23 ("'market value' is 

the only logical and legal touchstone"). In affirming the 1998-99 CARP Report, the Court of 

Appeals for the D.C. Circuit noted: 

We detect nothing either arbitrary or capricious about using 
relative market value as the key criterion for allocating awards. 



Indeed, it makes perfect sense to compensate copyright owners by 
awarding them what they would have gotten relative to other 
owners absent a compulsory licensing scheme. . . . Bortz 
adequately measured the key criterion of relative market value. 

Program Suppliers v. Librarian of Congress, 409 F.3d 395, 401 (D.C. Cir. 2005) ("Program 

Suppliers v. Librarian"); see also id. at 402 ("While due process may require that parties receive 

notice and an opportunity to introduce relevant evidence when an agency changes its legal 

standard . . . the CARP made no such change. Like the 1990-92 CARP, it relied on relative 

market value:'). All of the parties in this proceeding accept relative marketplace value as the 

proper standard for allocating the royalties at issue. See PFOF 49-58. 

7. The 1998-99 CARP described the nature of the marketplace in which the 

claimants' programming would be valued as follows: 

The upshot of this likely marketplace structure is that, absent a 
compulsory license, the distant signal retransmission market would 
not be findamentally different than under the compulsory license. 
Broadcasters (unlike cable networks) would likely continue to 
make programming decisions based on their own broadcast market 
needs. They would make programming decisions calculated to 
attract viewers in order to maximize advertising revenue - 
irrespective of any possibility that their signals might be 
subsequently retransmitted as distant signals. See id. at 7. 
Broadcasters would be indifferent respecting distant retransmission 
because distant carriage does not enhance their advertising 
revenues. Accordingly, in the hypothetical market with no 
compulsory license, CSOs would, as they do now, face a fixed 
configuration and quantity of distant signal programming. The 
supply curve for each type of programming would remain vertical 
- the supply of programming remains the same, irrespective of 
the price. The consequence of the hypothetical marketplace 
structure that we envisage is that it is the "demand side" that will 
determine relative values of each type of programming. 

1998-99 CARP Report at 12-13. The record in this proceeding supports, and nothing in the 

record warrants a departure from, the above conclusion. See PFOF 57-61, 189,444-59,482-53 1. 



IV. The Programming Studies At Issue 

8. As in the 1998-99 CARP proceeding, the central issue in this proceeding is which 

of several competing studies provides the best evidence of the relative market value of the 

different categories of programming represented by the claimants in the relevant hypothetical 

marketplace. The studies at issue are: 

Constant sum surveys of cable operator 2004-05 program valuations, conducted 
by Bortz Media on behalf of JSC ("Bortz surveys"); 
Adjustments to the Bortz survey results made by Ms. McLaughlin on behalf of 
PTV ("McLaughlin adjustment") and Dr. Gary Ford on behalf of the Canadians 
("Ford adjustment"); 
Constant sum surveys of 2004-05 cable operator valuations of programming on 
Canadian signals, conducted by Dr. Ringold and Dr. Gary Ford on behalf of the 
Canadians ("Ringold surveys"); 
A regression analysis, conducted by Dr. Waldfogel on behalf of CTV 
("Waldfogel study"); 
An allocation of the "fees generated" by distant signals, provided by Ms. Jonda 
Martin of Cable Data Corporation ("CDC") on behalf of the Canadians ("CDC fee 
generation"); 
A study of 2004-05 distant signal viewing minutes and local broadcast advertising 
costs performed by Dr. George Ford on behalf of Program Suppliers ("Ford 
study"); and 
Constant sum surveys of 2004-05 cable subscribers conducted by Dr. Gruen on 
behalf of Program Suppliers ("Gruen surveys"). 

9. Program Suppliers also presented the results of a custom study of the amount of 

time that cable subscribers purportedly viewed different types of distant signal programming 

according to data obtained from the A.C. Nielsen company ("MPAA custom viewing study"). 

Dr. Ford relied upon the MPAA custom viewing study in performing his analysis. However, . 

Program Suppliers acknowledged (as they did in the 1998-99 proceeding) that they are not 

presenting the unadjusted viewing minute shares reflected in that study as evidence of relative 

market value -- notwithstanding that they had relied upon such studies in numerous past 

proceedings. See PFOF 538. The CARP considered a similar custom viewing study in the 1998- 

99 proceeding and properly concluded that it "does not directly address the criterion of 

relevance" and "cannot be used to measure directly relative value" to cable operators. 1998-99 

CARP Report at 38. 



A. Bortz Surveys 

10. The 1998-99 CARP concluded that the "Bortz survey is clearly the best measure 

of relative marketplace value" and it accepted 

the Bortz survey as an extremely robust (powerfully and reliably 
predictive) model for determining relative market value for PS, 
JSC and NAB -- for both the Basic Fund and the 3.75% Fund. 
Indeed, for reasons discussed infra, we find that the Bortz survey is 
more reliable than any other methodology presented in this 
proceeding for determining the relative marketplace value of these 
three claimant groups. Bortz also establishes a Basic Fund floor . . . 
for PTV. 

1998-99 CARP Report at 52, 31. The CARP concluded that its decision to tie the PS, JSC and 

CTV awards directly to the Bortz results -- and not to rely upon raw or adjusted viewing data in 

fashioning these awards -- was the "natural evolution of a discernible trend" where "[s]uccessive 

decision-makers have been according greater and greater weight to Bortz, and concomitantly 

lesser weight to [the] Nielsen" viewing data that had been the cornerstone of the CRT's early 

distribution decisions. Id. at 53. The 1998-99 CARP also concluded the Bortz survey had "been 

improved and perfected over the years to the point where few doubt its robustness and accuracy." 

Id. at 52. 

11. The record in this proceeding supports, and does not provide any proper basis for 

departing from, those conclusion. Unlike any of the other studies presented in this proceeding, 

the Bortz studies have a twenty-five year track record of providing methodologically sound, 

fully-vetted, reliable and valid estimates of relative marketplace values. Bortz Media has 

continuously refined and improved its constant sum surveys in response to issues raised in these 

proceedings. The parties also have presented a substantial amount of evidence over several 

distribution proceedings (including this proceeding) in support of a constant sum methodology in 
;7 

. . 
*&. 

general, and the Bortz surveys in particular, as providing the best approach to determining 

relative market value. JSC, CTV and the Canadians have each offered constant sum surveys of 

:. cable operators in distribution proceedings. In this proceeding, JSC, CTV, PTV and Devotionals 

support the Bortz surveys while the Canadians and the Program Suppliers have presented 

separate surveys that also use the constant sum methodology. See SP PFOF 63-85,96-125. 



12. Furthermore, the record in this proceeding demonstrates that the 2004-05 Bortz 

surveys are methodologically sound; they provide the best available evidence of the relative 

marketplace values of the programming represented by PS, JSC and CTV and, with the 

adjustments described below, provide the best estimates of the programming represented by PTV 

and the Canadians as well. The record also contains substantial evidence (including the 

Waldfogel study, a study of programming expenditures by cable networks, and an analysis of 

changed circumstances) that corroborate the 2004-05 Bortz survey results. While the Program 

Suppliers have leveled criticisms against the Bortz surveys, none of these criticisms is new and 

none is supported by any empirical evidence. None justifies according the 2004-05 Bortz 

surveys less weight than the CARP accorded the 1998-99 Bortz surveys. See PFOF 86-125, 131- 

308. 

13. On two separate occasions the U.S. Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit has 

affirmed reliance upon cable operator constant sum surveys in allocating the cable royalty funds. 

In Christian Broad. Network, Inc. v. CRT. 720 F.2d 1295, (D.C. 19831, the Court of Appeals 

stated: 

Indeed, given Congress' evident intent to have the [CRT] operate 
as a substitute for direct negotiations (which were thought to be 
impractical) among cable operators and copyright owners, see 
House Report at 89, [the Court] find[s] the [CRT's] receptiveness 
to evidence simulating the commercial attitudes of the "buyers" in 
this supplanted marketplace to be more than reasonable. 

Id. at 1306. Likewise, the Court of Appeals affirmed the decision of the 1998-99 CARP to 

accord the Bortz results determinative weight in setting the awards of the Program Suppliers, 

JSC and CTV, stating that the Bortz surveys "adequately measured the key criterion of relative 

market value." Program Suppliers v. Librarian, 409 F.3d at 402. The decision to accord 

determinative weight to the Bortz surveys is thus fully consistent with applicable precedent. 

B. McLaughlin and Ford Adjustments 

14. In the 1998-99 proceeding, the CARP concluded that although the Bortz survey is 

"an extremely robust (powerfully and reliably predictive) model for determining relative value," 

the results of the Bortz survey 'bderstate the relative value of PTV" due to "the Bortz treatment 



of cable systems that carried only PTV as distant signals." 1998-99 CARP Report at 22,31. The 

CARP observed that "[tlhe exclusion of the PTV-only systems artificially depresses the PTV 

Bortz score" because that is "the category of cable operators that would be expected to give the 

highest value to a PTV distant signal." 1998-99 CARP Report at 23. The CARP recognized, as 

did the 1990-92 CARP and the 1983 and 1989 CRT, that the Bortz results must be adjusted to 

take account of the differences in the way PTV is treated in the survey. See 1998-99 CARP 

Report at 24; 1990-92 CARP Report at 123-24; 57 Fed. Reg. at 15299-300; 51 Fed. Reg. at 

12811. Consequently, the CARP concluded that the Bortz survey "establishes a relative value 

floor" for PTV programming. 1998-99 CARP Report at 60. 

15. In this proceeding, PTV sponsored testimony from Linda McLaughlin that 

provided a mathematical adjustment to the Bortz study to address the fact that some cable 

systems canied only PTV and/or Canadian distant signals. PFOF 309-324, 330.. The results of 

this adjustment are set forth in PFOF 314-317 and the Appendix. Because this adjustment 

addresses the 1998-99 CARP'S "primary concern about the Bortz survey," the Bortz survey, as 

adjusted, is representative of PTV's relative marketplace value. 

16. The adjusted Bortz survey results are corroborated by the fact that there was "a 

meaningful increase in the relative growth" of PTV's programming from 1998-99 to 2004-05. 

2000-03 Distribution Order at 34 (referring to Canadian growth between 1998-99 and 2000-03). 

PTV's percentage of distant subscriber instances of carriage increased from 10.2 percent in 

1998-99 to 12.1 percent in 2004-05. See PFOF 217. This increase was greater than that 

.. .. experienced by the Canadians between 1998-99 and 2000-03 -- an increase that the Judges found 

.. . -. to be a "significant" changed circumstance supporting an increase in Canadians' award. See 

.. %. 2000-03 Distribution Order at 34. 
. . 

17. In contrast to the 1998-99 proceeding, where the CARP decided to hold PTV's 

award flat in part because PTV's raw Bortz share had not increased since the last proceeding, 

1998-99 CARP Report at 66, in this case PTV's raw unadjusted Bortz share increased from 2.9 

percent in 1998-99 to 3.6 percent in 2004-05. See PFOF 217. This increase is consistent with 

and reflective of the increase in subscriber instances and other changed circumstances. See SP 



PFOF 2 17-2 19; see also 1998-99 CARP Report at 16 ("changed circumstances are embedded 

within methodologies that provide reliable estimates of . . . relative valuations"). 

18. The Canadians' witness Dr. Gary Ford expanded on Ms. McLaughlin's 

adjustment to account for one system in 2004 that he believed was improperly excluded from the 

sample due to a clerical error in the Bortz database. The results of this adjustment are set forth in 

the Appendix. 

C. Ringold Surveys 

19. The Canadians' witnesses Drs. Debra Ringold and Gary Ford conducted a 

constant sum survey that estimates the value of Canadian programming on Canadian distant 

signals retransmitted by Form 3 cable system operators. See SP PFOF 650-660. Dr. Ringold 

testified that her study showed that the average value of Canadian programming on the Canadian 

distant signals she studied was 60 percent during the 2004-05 time period. See PFOF 659. In 

light of that fact, it is necessary to adjust the augmented Canadian Bortz shares downward and 

the augmented JSC and Program Supplier Bortz shares upward to account for the presence of 

JSC and Program Supplier programming on Canadian distant signals. The results of this 

adjustment are set forth in PFOF 336 and the Appendix. 

D. Waldfogel Study 

20. The Waldfogel study is a regression analysis that compares the relative amounts 

of distant signal programs retransmitted in each of the claimant categories against the cable 

copyright royalties paid. The cable distant signal market is, of course, subject to regulatory 

constraints, and individual program category values cannot be determined by direct observation, 

but cable operators make economic decisions when they choose to carry the distant signals for 

which they pay royalties. The Waldfogel study was designed to glean as much useful 

information as possible from these marketplace data by applying an econometric analysis to the 

complete set of data about all of the distant signal programming that Form 3 cable operators 

actually chose to carry in 2004 and 2005 along with all of the royalties that each Form 3 cable 

system actually paid for those programs in 2004 and 2005. SP PFOF 134-145. 



21. Dr. Waldfogel designed the study based on the underlying economics of the 

distant signal marketplace and a common sense approach to identifying the variables that would 

be expected to have an effect on system royalties. Dr. Waldfogel included the program 

categories themselves as independent variables because measuring their relative value is the only 

question to be answered in this case. He included other independent variables that reflected 

system size, the economic attributes of the cable community's market, the availability in each 

system of other programming sources (relative number of local signals and total channels), and a 

number of aspects of the cable royalty structure that would affect the total royalties (partially 

distant, minimum fee, and 3.75 variables). The regression resulted in coefficients that were the 

equivalent of unit prices for the different program categories, which, when multipled by the 

relative amounts of programming actually purchased in 2004 and 2005, produced shares 

representing the relative values of the distant signal program categories. SP PFOF 146-1 76. 

22. Dr. Waldfogel made a close comparison between the results of his study and the 

results of the Bortz surveys. After making adjustments in his study's share calculations so that 

they covered the same scope of compensable and non-compensable programming that was 

covered in the Boaz surveys, and using augmented Bortz survey shares so that they include the 

omitted PTV-only and Canadian-only sample systems that were covered in the regression 

analysis, he concluded that on an apples-to-apples basis, the shares resulting from the two 

studies, with the exception of the Devotional shares, were very similar, and given their 

overlapping confidence intervals, were statistically indistinguishable. The Devotional coefficient 

in the regression study was negative, although statistically insignificant, and even at the top end 

of its confidence interval, produced a share that was significantly lower than the Bortz survey 

share for Devotional programming. SP PFOF 177-1 81. 

23. In the 1998-99 Proceeding, CTV presented a similar regression analysis, the 

results of which were somewhat volatile and imprecise, but which the 1998-99 CARP relied on 

as useful evldence corroborating the Bortz survey results. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 49-50. 

Dr. Waldfogel took several of the past criticisms into account in the design and evaluation of his 

regression study, but opposing rebuttal witnesses pointed out that its results were also imprecise 

and somewhat volatile. In this case as in the 1998-99 case, the regression analysis provides 

strong support and corroboration for the Bortz survey results, except for the Devotional share. It 



finds in the economic data that resulted from the actual operation of the distant signal 

marketplace in 2004-05 a set of relative value shares that are substantially the same as those the 

cable operators themselves reported in response to the 2004-05 Bortz surveys. SP PFOF 177- 

181. 

24. In the adjustments that Dr. Waldfogel made in order to have an apples-to-apples 

comparison, the regression study provides a strong independent evidentiary basis corroborating 

the PTV and Canadian adjustments to the 2004-05 Bortz survey results that have been proposed 

and explained by Ms. McLaughlin and Dr. Gary Ford, and which were accepted by Mr. 

Trautman. In addition, the comparison provides an evidentiary relative value basis for making 

the "WGN Adjustment" that the 1998-99 CARP found may be conceptually proper but for which 

it lacked sufficient evidence. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 27-28. On the record of the 2004-05 

proceeding, the Judges have a strong evidentiary base for reducing the Program Suppliers' Bortz 

survey share by up to 23.2 percent, and allocating the adjustment proportionally among the 

remaining programming categories. SP PFOF 309-348. 

E. CDC Fee Generation 

I 25. The Canadians once again seek to rely upon "fee generation" to determine its 

shares in this proceeding. "Fee generation" refers to the amounts of Section 11 1 royalties that 

1 Cable Data Corporation ("CDC") allocates to each broadcast station carried as a distant signal 

under Section 11 1, based upon various protocols that CDC has established. 

26. The CRT, prior CARPS, and the Court of Appeals have historically either rejected 

or pointed to flaws in using "fees gen" as a measure of relative marketplace value. See SP PFOF 

645-649. In choosing to apply the fee generation approach in the unique circumstances of the 

2000-03 proceeding, the Judges made clear that they "do not opine as to what may be the best 

means of determining the relative marketplace value of Canadian Claimants' programming, or 

other claimant groups' programming, in future proceedings." 2000-03 Distribution Order at 18. 

The Judges also declined to decide "whether the 1998-99 CARP'S fee generation approach, or 

fee generation in general, is the best means of determining the relative marketplace value of the 

Canadian Claimants' programming." 2000-03 Distribution Order at 25. Indeed, the Judges 

observed that the Canadians' awards in the 2000-03 proceeding were "not representative of the 



relative marketplace value of their programming in this proceeding." 2000-03 Distribution 

Order at 17-1 8. 

27. The Judges recognized that the relationship between fees generated and relative 

marketplace value may be "rough," "crude," and "wobbly," 2000-03 Distribution Order at 27, 

but considered themselves constrained by the parties' stipulations designed to promote the 

efficiency of the proceeding and by the lack of any evidentiary alternative to use the fees 

generated approach for the narrow purpose of determining the Canadian Claimants' share in the 

2000-03 proceeding. See 2000-03 Distribution Order at 15, 18, 25-26. The Judges stated that 

they were not able to consider the "several observations" offered by expert Linda McLaughlin 

"as to how royalty payments under the compulsory license may be divorced from how 

programming would be bought and sold in the free marketplace" because the Judges were 

"precluded by the Joint Stipulations and the parties' presentations from considering how the free 

marketplace might work and what hearing that might have on relative marketplace value." 2000- 

03 Dishibution Order at 27; see also PFOF 613-644. No such constraints exist here. 

28. Ms. McLaughlin's testimony, which was not before the CARP in the 1998-99 or 

1990-92 proceedings, provides several substantive criticisms of the "fees gen" methodology and 

plainly establishes that "fee generation" does not reflect relative marketplace value. See PFOF 

613-644. As Ms. McLaughlin explained, the amounts that CDC allocates to particular signals 

under its "fee generation" protocols reflect a variety of factors that have nothing to do with how 

cable operators value (or pay for) distant signals, or how the free marketplace might work in the 

absence of the compulsory license. PFOF 613-644. 

29. In addition, the Canadians' own witness, Dr. Calfee, conceded, among other 

things, that: (1) there is an unavoidable disparity between relative values and fee allocation; (2) 

two signals can generate the same fees, but have a different relative value; (3) "one cannot infer, 

directly, Ljust by looking at the fees gen allocations] the relative value of.  . . two signals to either 

the system or their subscribers;" (4) the "fees gen" methodology could produce a "spurious" 

result; and (5) changes in the "fees gen" numbers could result from a number of factors that have 

nothing to do with the relative value of programming retransmitted on distant signals, ranging 

from expansion of the cable system's service area, to an improved On Demand service offering, 



to bundled television and Internet service offerings. See PFOF 597609. In addition, the 

testimony of Canadians' witness Jonda Martin demonstrated that CDC's standard fees gen 

allocations, "Minimum/Maximum" analysis, and "3.75%" protocols do not reflect the amount a 

cable operator would save if it dropped all distant signals or only one distant signal. PFOF 610- 

612. 

30. Finally, the Canadians' "fees geu" methodology contemplates that the Judges 

would apply the Canadians 2004-05 "fee generation" shares against the royalties paid by all 

cable systems, without regard to whether those systems had any right to retransmit Canadian 

broadcast signals pursuant to the Section 11 1 compulsory license. See 17 U.S.C. 5 11 l(c)(4) 

(limiting the geographic region within which cable systems may retransmit Canadian signals 

under the Section 11 1 compulsory license). This would include the royalties paid by cable 

systems that paid only the "Minimum Fee" for the "privilege of further retransmitting" broadcast 

signals (17 U.S.C. 5 lll(d)(l)(B)(i)), even though many of those systems did not enjoy that 

privilege with respect to Canadian signals. The Canadians' submit no evidence that it is 

advisable or permissible to include the royalties by cable systems that were precluded by the 

terms of the Section 11 1 license from retransmitting Canadian signals. It is not only inadvisable 

for the Judges to apply the Canadians 2004-05 "fee generation" shares against the royalties paid 

by all cable systems, without regard to whether those systems had any right to retransmit 

Canadian broadcast signals pursuant to the Section 11 1 compulsory license, but it is deficient as 

a matter of law as well. 

31. Unlike in the 2000-03 proceeding, the Settling Parties in this case have offered a 

reliable and robust "evidentiary alternative" to the fee generation approach, undertaking a similar 

multi-step process as proposed by the Canadians but using the Canadians' adjusted Bortz share 

as the starting point, rather than Canadians' relative percentage of CDC's fees generated 

allocation. See PFOF 62-415 and the Appendix. 

32. The 1998-99 CARP declined to use the Bortz results for the Canadians saying 

only that the survey was not "designed" to include the Canadians and did not provide 

"statistically significant results" for the Canadians. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 31 n.13. The 

CARP acknowledged, however, that "fee generation does not reach the level of robustness and 



reliability of the Bortz study." Id. at 64. The record of this proceeding provides the strongest 

support yet for using the Bortz survey results to set the Canadians' award. The number of Bortz 

respondents who carried distant Canadian signals in 2004-2005 and whose valuations are taken 

into account in the adjusted (or unadjusted) Bortz results is significantly greater than in 1998 and 

1999. See PFOF 326. On the basis of this more complete record, the Judges should reject fee 

generation and rely upon the 2004-05 Bortz survey results, as adjusted, to determine the 

Canadians' 2004-05 award. See PFOF 325-330. 

F. Ford Study 

33. To support an over 30 percentage point increase over their 1998-99 share, the 

Program Suppliers rely on a study presented by Dr. George Ford. The Ford study follows the 

approach espoused by Program Suppliers in the 1998-99 proceeding, in that it starts from the 

base of the discredited MPAA custom study of viewing minutes and multiplies the shares of 

viewing minutes by a series of arbitrary adjustments to produce a larger share for Program 

Suppliers. As with the 1998-99 Gruen "avidity adjustment" manipulations, the Ford study 

suffers from fatal flaws, and provides no basis whatsoever for the allocation of royalty funds in 

this proceeding. See SP PFOF 460-81. 

34. As expert rebuttal witnesses demonstrated, Ford's study is fimdamentally flawed 

from an economics perspective, in that it uses data from the wrong market. Dr. Ford's 

explanation for using broadcast market advertising data as the basis for his analysis was that he 

found a market where data was available, and just assumed that the relative values would be the 

same. He repeatedly confirmed that cable operators were irrelevant to the question of relative 

value under his approach. But as Dr. Crawford explained, different kinds of programs are 

valuable in the broadcast advertising-supported market as contrasted with the cable market, so 

Dr. Ford's use of the wrong market produces the wrong relative value answers. SP PFOF 422- 

428,439-452. 

35. Dr. Ford's approach is inconsistent with the Congressional intent underlying 

Section 11 1 and applicable judicial precedent. It improperly relies upon advertising revenues 

that neither cable operators nor broadcasters receive from distant signal programming. 

... . Moreover, nothing in the record corroborates Dr. Ford's results or demonstrates that his study ss 



reliable. To the contrary, the record establishes that Dr. Ford's approach is wholly inconsistent 

with marketplace evidence. See PFOF 4653-81. Furthermore, Dr. Ford shas never before done 

his study and has presented results for only two years. See 1998-99 CARP Report at 50, 48 

(refusing to adopt the Rosston regression analysis as a "methodology for independently 

determining relative value" in part because "the lack of any historical bases for assessing 

reliability is of concem"); id. at 88 ("Unlike the Bortz survey, the Schinck approach is not time- 

tested. Similar approaches have not been adopted, or even presented for litigation scrutiny, for 

over 20 years. Unlike reliance on 'tried and true' methodologies such as the Bortz survey, this 

Panel is loath to slash drastically an award based upon such untested methodologies"). The 

concem over reliability is particularly significant here given that, as Dr. Ford acknowledged, 

there is a "significant difference" in his results for the years 2004 and 2005. See SP PFOF 474, 

547-550. 

36. Moreover, having "assumed himself into the data flow" of the broadcast market, 

Dr. Ford proceeded to adjust those very data in ways that were flatly inconsistent with the 

realities of the actual broadcast market. These erroneous adjustments had the effect of further 

increasing the Program Suppliers share under the Ford approach. And Dr. Ford's share 

calculations were then based on the MPAA Custom Viewing Study shares, which besides being 

irrelevant to relative market value were erroneous in ways that inflated the Program Suppliers 

share. Dr. Ford's study is fatally flawed in both its conception and its implementation, and 

provides no credible or valid evidence on which royalty allocations can properly be based. SP 

PFOF 438-481. 

G. Gruen Surveys 

37. The Gruen cable subscribers do not provide any reliable basis for determining the 

claimants' royalty shares. These studies contain several methodological flaws, as demonstrated 

by a pilot study that the survey research firm C&R Research conducted. That pilot study 

provided an empirical basis for the criticisms that various survey experts and others leveled 

against the Gruen surveys. Among other things, the Gruen surveys use of examples of programs 

not actually received on a distant signal basis by the respondents rendered useless the valuations 

provided by those respondents; those valuations plainly covered programming other than the 

distant signal programming at issue in this proceeding. Moreover, the failure to provide the 



Judges with the basic information that routinely accompanies consumer surveys -- response rates 

and gender of respondents -- precludes any finding that the results of these surveys are 

representative of the cable subscriber universe; it also precludes any assessment of whether these 

surveys respond to the concems raised the last time that a cable subscriber survey was introduced 

in the distribution proceedings. Finally, by surveying any subscriber willing to respond -- 

without regard to whether they actually placed any value on, or had any familiarity with the 

distant signal programming, about which they were questioned, the Gruen surveys obtained 

meaningless information -- comparable to asking all car owners how they value the different 

options on a Bentley or Rolls Royce they had never driven let alone owned. SeeSP PFOF 57-61; 

189; 444-59; 482-531. 

38. Wholly apart from the methodological deficiencies of the Gruen surveys, the 

surveys were conceptually problematic. The relevant issue in this proceeding concems how 

cable operators, not cable subscribers, would allocate their royalty payments. The best evidence 

on that issue comes from cable operators themselves, not cable subscribers. And Dr. Crawford's 

empirical studies show that cable subscribers' preferences do not translate directly into higher 

cable operator profitability anyway, because of the economic effects of bundling. As the 1998- 

99 CARP recognized (and as the Court of Appeals affirmed), it is reasonable to conclude that the 

program valuations provided by cable operators who respond to the Bortz surveys take account 

of cable operator preferences. See Program Suppliers v. Librarian, 409 F.3d at 402. 

V. The Music Share 

A.   he Music Claimants 

39. Music Claimants represent every songwriter, composer and music publisher 

entitled to royalties under section 111 for use of their copyrighted musical works in all 

retransmitted non-network programming. Copyright Office Final Regulations, 59 Fed. Reg. 

63,025,63,029 (Dec. 11, 1994); 1990-1992 Decision, 61 Fed. Reg. at 55655 (Oct. 28, 1996); see 

also Determination of the Distribution of the 1991 Cable Royalties in the Music Category, 63 

Fed. Reg. 20,428, 20,429 (Apr. 24, 1998). There has been an increased emphasis on music in 

local television programs over the past ten years. See PFOF 77 351-363. In particular, 



entertainment oriented shows such as the ratings juggernaut "American Idol" have used 

increasingly focused on feature music. See PFOF 7 354. 

40. Music Claimants are claimants to each of the Basic, 3.75%, and Syndex Funds. 

In the past, Music Claimants always received the same share of the Basic, 3.75%, and Syndex 

Funds in all CARP and CRT awards, and should again in this proceeding. 

B. The 1998-99 CARP Report 

41. The 1998-99 CARP found that the Bortz study provided meaningful indications 

of the relative values of sports, movies and other types of programming, but was not relevant for 

music because music is a program element rather than a program type. 1998-99 CARP Report 

at 31. The 1998-99 CARP found that an alternate methodology provided some evidence of the 

relative market value of music. Specifically, the CARP considered, as a "floor" for the ultimate 

distribution percentage set, the relative value of music based on the ratio of music license fees to 

the total music license and broadcast rights expenses incurred by television broadcasters in the 

over-the-air broadcast market (the "Unadjusted Music Ratio"). See PFOF 77 350, 374-375, 394- 

396, 400. Although the CARP recognized that the market for distant signal programming by 

cable system operators is different from the market for programming in the over-the-air 

broadcast market, "in the absence of better measures," the CARP found that "the broadcast 

television ratio of music expenses to the total broadcast rights expenses is at least one reasonable 

measure of Music's relative value ...." 1998-99 CARP Report at 85; see PFOF W 350, 375-376, 

394-396. 

42. The 1998-99 CARP concluded that this Unadjusted Music Ratio was "worthy of 

some weight in determining the relative weight of Music," but also found that the inclusion of 

expenditures made by the Big 3 networks may artificially decrease the Unadjusted Music Ratio 

to a level below where it would have been if the Big 3 networks had been excluded, as they 

should have been. 1998-99 CARP Report at 84-86. The CARP therefore awarded Music 

Claimants 4% of the 1998-99 funds - nearly twice the 2.33% suggested by the unadjusted 

"floor" study. 



C. The Zarakas Study 

43. The Zarakas Study addressed the concerns of the 1998-99 CARP and is the most 

reliable evidence of Music's value in this proceeding. See PFOF 77 350,364-372,373-392,409- 
415. 

44. The Music Claimants' proposed share is based on the music ratio concept 

accepted by the CARP in the 1998-99 proceeding; however, the analysis was refined to address 

the CARP'S concerns that the ratio reflect music's value in the distant signal market and to 

exclude rights payments for Big 3 network programming which is not compensable in this 

proceeding. See PFOF 77 350,373-392 Mr. William P. Zarakas, an economist and expert in the 

valuation of assets and businesses in the communications and media industries, designed a music 

valuation analysis to meet each of the 1998-99 CARP concerns. See PFOF 77 350, 373-392. 

Mr. Zarakas focused his detailed analysis on using data available in the over-the-air local 

broadcast market to estimate the relative value of music in the distant signal market. See PFOF 

77 350, 364-372, 376-390. To do this, he obtained reliable data on market-negotiated blanket 

music license fees and television broadcast rights payments and calculated music ratios for 

different categories of television stations in the over-the-air local broadcast market, such as 

Independent stations or network affiliates. See PFOF 77 364-372, 376-390. Importantly, Mr. 

Zarakas used only music license fees and broadcast rights payments for non-Big 3 network, non- 

network, and locally produced programs. See PFOF 77 377, 383-390. He then weighted these 

music ratios to reflect the relative importance of the stations retransmitted by cable systems in 

the distant signal market in 2004 and 2005, finding aggregate music ratios that represent the 

relative value of music, 5.2% in 2004 and 4.6% in 2005. See PFOF 77 376,391-392. 

45. Mr. Zarakas found that the most reliable and accurate measures of the value of 

music license fees in the over-the-air local broadcast market are the negotiated market prices of 

the PRO blanket music licenses. See PFOF 77 364-372, 377-383, 410. The Music Claimants 

operate in the marketplace primarily through blanket licenses. See PFOF 77 365-372. A blanket 

license grants the privilege to a licensee to perform publicly any and all of the musical works 

within the repertory of the respective performing rights organization in exchange for either a flat 

fee or a percentage of gross receipts. Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting System. 

Inc., 441 U.S. I ,  5 (1979); see PFOF 77 365-366. "Sound business judgment could indicate that 



such payment represents tKe most convenient method of fixing the business value of the 

privileges granted by the licensing agreement ...." Automatic Radio Mfg. Co. v. Hazeltine 

Research, Inc., 339 U.S. 827, 834 (1950), quoted in Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Columbia 

Broadcasting System. Sys., Inc., 441 U.S. at 8-9 fn.13. 

46. Blanket licenses have been the only form of license in place between the PROS 

and the cable system operators for the limited programming that they license. See PFOF 7 372. 

Indeed, Congress itself has elected to use the compulsory blanket license concept in the cable 

television statutory license, as well as in other statutory licenses. See 17 U.S.C.§§ 11 1, 11 8 and 
i 

119. For example, in enacting the satellite canier statutory license, the House Committee on the 
I 
I ~udiciary stated: "Negotiation of individual copyright royalty agreements is neither feasible nor 

economic. It would be costly and inefficient for copyright holders to attempt to negotiate and 

enforce agreements with distributors and individual households when the revenues produced by a 

single earth station are so small." H. Rep. No. 100-887, Part 1, looth Cong., 2d Sess. (1988) at 

24. 
* 

47. As observed by the U.S. Supreme Court, "[m]ost users want unplanned, rapid, 

and indemnified access to any and all of the repertory of the compositions.. .." Broadcast. 

Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting. Systems, Inc., supra, 441 U.S. at 20. Given this demand, 

"[a] middleman with a blanket license was an obvious necessity if the thousands of individual 

negotiations, a virtual impossibility, were to be avoided." Id. In this context, the Court found 

that, "[tlhe blanket license is composed of the individual compositions plus the aggregating 

service. Here, the whole is truly greater than the sum of the parts; it is, to some extent, a 

different product." Id. at 21-22. 

48. Based upon previous agreements between cable operators and performing rights 

organizations, as well as unrebutted evidence from Mr. Michael O'Neill, Senior Vice President 

Licensing at BMI, Mr. Zarakas reasonably concluded that without a statutory cable license, each 

of the performing rights organizations would offer and negotiate blanket licenses with cable 

operators for the public performing rights to all music contained in programming on stations 

retransmitted by distant signal. See PFOF 77 364-372, 377-383, 410. And the licensees would 



be satisfied because the blanket license offers users a more efficient product at a lower price than 

a large number of direct licenses would offer to cable operators. See PFOF 77 365-366. 

49. Mr. Zarakas' weighting of station types by subscriber instances is appropriate 

because different types of stations (Big 3 network affiliates, independent, and small network 

affiliates) have different music ratios in the local market and are carried in differing amounts to 

the subscribers in the distant signal market as compared to the local market. See PFOF 77 375- 

376, 391-392,411. Thus, Mr. Zarakas' weighting analysis specifically addresses the 1998-1999 

CARP'S concern that any music ratio must reflect the important differences between the local 

television and distant signal markets. See PFOF 77 350,375-376,391,394-396. Specifically, by 

weighting the distant signal half-years for stations received by subscribers, Mr. Zarakas 

accounted for the distant signals that cable systems actually chose to transmit in the 2004-2005 

period in a manner that appropriately accounts for differences in subscribership between small 

and large cable systems. See 2000-03 Distribution Order at 34 (finding that increases in relative 

amount subscriber instances to be "significant" and corroborates increase in value of Canadian 

Claimants' share); see PFOF 376, 391,411. 

50. Mr. Zarakas' analysis was not only objective and reasonable but also generally 

conservative. See PFOF 77 385,387,389-390,392. Music's proposed award, as a component of 

the Settling Parties' share, is appropriate because it falls within the "zone of reasonableness" 

based on the evidence presented. Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters v. Copyright Royalty Tribunal, 

772 F.2d 922 (D.C. Cir. 1985). 

D. Woodbury Criticisms 

51. The criticisms of Mr. Zarakas' analysis by Program Supplier's witness Dr. John 

R. Woodbury are not persuasive and should be rejected. See PFOF fl409-415. His principal 

criticism of Mr. Zarakas' study concerns Mr. Zarakas' use of negotiated blanket music license 

fees instead of Dr. Woodbury's incomplete measure of music license fees paid only to the PROs. 

See PFOF 77 409-441. This objection fails for two reasons. First, the unrebutted testimony 

establishes that the PROs would negotiate a blanket license with the cable operators to license 

the music contained in programming carried on stations transmitted as distant signals. See PFOF 

W 364-372, 377-383, 410-412. Second, using only PRO receipts from the stations, as Dr. 



Woodbury proposes, fails to include any value for direct license payments made by the stations 

and thus severely undervalues the music license fees at issue. See PFOF 77 367-372, 377-383, 

398, 404-405, 410. The blanket license fee amounts used by Mr. Zarakas are the only data 

available that accurately and reliably reflect the negotiated marketplace value of all the music in 

local television programs. See PFOF 77 367-372, 377-383, 398, 404-405, 410. And Dr. 

Woodbury did not and could not testify with any empirical support that Mr. Zarakas' use of 

blanket music license fees underestimated to any measurable or material degree the total music 

license fee payments by the local stations. See PFOF 77 404-405,410. 

52. Dr. Woodbury's other criticisms of Mr. Zarakas' analysis were equally 

unsupported and worthy of no weight. Dr. Woodbury criticized Mr. Zarakas for weighting by 

i distant signal half-years by claiming that viewership is more appropriate. See PFOF fl401,411- 

I 412. But Mr. Woodbury did not weight his calculation at all, and he provided no justification 

I 
either to support the use of viewership data for weighting purposes or to undermine the value of 

using distant signal half-year weights to reflect what was carried and received by subscribers as 

distant signals. See PFOF 77 401, 411-412. Likewise, Mr. Zarakas accurately defines WGN 

America as an independent station, unaffiliated with any network, and Dr. Woodbury could 

provide no factual basis to assert otherwise. See PFOF 77 41 3-415. Indeed, WGN America is an 

Independent station using the very definition that Dr. Woodbury used in his testimony. See 

PFOF fl413-415. 

E. Woodbury's Alternative Music Valuation. 

53. Dr. Woodbury's alternative music valuation does not address the concerns of the 

1998-99 CARP and uses flawed data. See PFOF 77 393-408. 

54. Dr. Woodbury's analysis is factually flawed beyond correction, is factually 

inaccurate in numerous ways, deserves no weight from the Judges as evidence, and is contrary to 

law. See PFOF 77 393-408. First, Dr. Woodbury's own music ratio analysis failed to address 

any of the CARP'S criticisms of the 1998-1999 study by including network fees and rights 

payments for ABC, NBC, and CBS (the Big 3 networks), even though Big 3 network 

programming is non-compensable under Section 11 1, and by failing to make any weighting 

adjustment to his calculation based on which television stations were actually retransmitted 



distantly and in what degree. See PFOF 11 393-402,410. Thus, Dr Woodbury's calculation is 

contrary to Section i l l ' s  and the 98-99 CARP'S demand that compensation only occur for 

compensable programming retransmitted as distant signals. 17 U.S.C. 5 I1 l(d); see PFOF 17 
350,393-402,410, 

55. Second, Dr. Woodbury's calculations systematically understated the music shzire 

because he used incomplete, mismatched, and inaccurate data inputs. For example, Dr. 

Woodbury used an incomplete, in several respects, music license fee value in the numerator. See 

PFOF 77 397-399,403-408. The numerator of Dr. Woodbury's music ratio included only music 

license fees paid to the PROs, and he did not include any value for direct license fees paid to 

composers for their music which were the basis for the fee reductions to the PROs. See PFOF 

17 371, 397-399, 404-405, 409-410. By contrast, the denominator of Dr. Woodbury's ratio 

included all music license fee payments, including direct payments. See PFOF 77 397-399,404- 

405,409-410. Similarly, although the numerator included only music license fees paid to PROs 

by commercial stations, the denominator of Dr. Woodbury's music ratio, sourced from the 

Census survey report, included broadcast rights payments for both commercial and non- 

commercial stations. See PFOF 71398,406. Third, Dr. Woodbury W h e r  understates even his 

own music ratio because he used data from a U.S. Census Bureau survey report that was revised 

and corrected in a way that necessarily increases music's relative value. See PFOF 77 399,407- 

408. 

M. Royalty Awards 

56. The above assessment of the studies offered by the parties and other record 

evidence support the following approach to determining the proper allocations of the 2004-05 

cable royalty h d s .  

57. First, as in the 1998-99 proceeding, Program Suppliers, JSC and CTV should 

receive the same relative shares of the 2004-05 royalties as their relative shares in the 2004-05 

Bortz cable operator surveys. 

58. Second, as in the 1998-99 proceeding, the 2004-05 Bortz results provide a floor 

for the PTV award. In the 1998-99 proceeding the CARP awarded PTV the same share that it 



had received in the 1990-92 proceeding, the last prior proceeding where PTV's share was 

litigated. In this proceeding, however, as noted above, the record strongly supports basing the 

PTV share directly on the Bortz results, as adjusted by Ms. McLaughlin and Dr. Ford. 

59. Third, the 1998-99 CARP determined the Canadians' award in part by 

multiplying (a) the fee generation of Canadian signals and (b) the results of the Ringold constant 

sum surveys of cable operators. With respect to the first component of the prior calculation, 

however, the record of this proceeding strongly supports basing the share for Canadian signals 

directly on the Bortz results, as adjusted by Ms. McLaughlin and Dr. Ford, rather than on fee 

generation, and then following the same second step as the 1998-99 CAW in determining the 

Canadian Claimants award . 

60. Fourth, the 1990-92 CAW denied the Devotional Claimants an award based 

directly on their Bortz shares because of a lack of evidence showing that its relative market value 

was higher than the award it had received in the 1989 CRT proceeding. Because the Devotional 

Claimants have again failed to present any credible evidence that there relative market value in 

2004-05 is any greater than in 1992-99, and because other evidence of relative value and 

changed circumstamces since 1990-92 suggest that their award should be smaller than their 

Bortz shares, the Judges should award the Devotional Claimants the same award they received in 

the 1990-1992 proceeding. 

61. Finally, the Music Claimants share should be determined in accordance with the 

Zarakas study. Based upon that study and other record evidence, the Music Claimants are 

entitled to receive 5.2% for 2004 and 4.6% for 2005. No party in this proceeding has challenged 

the traditional approach of taking the Music share "off the top" so that it is deducted 

proportionately from each of the other claimants (except Devotional Claimants, whose 1990- 

1992 award was adjusted to reflect the awards of other parties including Music). 

62. Based upon the above approach, the 2004-05 cable royalty funds should be 

allocated as follows: 

Basic Fund 
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APPENDIX 

THE CALCULATIONS 

The calculations for the proposed final shares of the Basic and 3.75% Funds for each year 

are set forth below. Because only Music and PS participate in the Syndex Fund, the Settling 

Parties (of which Music is a part) should receive 5.2% of the Syndex Fund for 2004 and 4.6% of 

the Syndex Fund for 2005, which necessarily means that PS should receive 94.8% of the Syndex 

Fund for 2004 and 95.4% of the Syndex Fund for 2005. See SP PFOF 50,350. 

These calculations track in significant part the logic, language and structure of the 

calculations set forth in Appendix B to the 1998-99 CARP Report. 



1. BASIC FUND CALCULATIONS 

We begin by calculating, for each year, the percentages for PS, JSC, CTV, PTV and 

Canadian relative to each other, derived from the Bortz survey as augmented by McLaughlin, see 

SP PFOF 309-324, as if these five claimant groups constituted 100% of the entire universe of 

claimant groups. 

The 2004 augmented Bortz valuation figures for these five claimants (see McLaughtin 

WDT (SP Ex. 6) at 11-12 (Chart 5); SP PFOF 317,330) are as follows: 

PS 34.40% 

JSC 3 1.60% 

CTV 17.40% 

PTV' 7.20% 

canadian2 1.90% 

' For purposes of the Basic Fund calculations, PTV's 2004 and 2005 augmented Bortz shares are 
adjusted upward (and the other Bortz shares are adjusted downward) to account for PTV's non- 
participation in the 3.75% or Syndex funds. See 1998-99 CARP Op. at 26 n.10 ("The Panel 
agrees ... that PTV's Bortz share should be adjusted upward to account for PTV's non- 
participation in the 3.75% or Syndex funds."); SP PFOF 317. 

To be conservative, we incorporate an adjustment to the Canadian share proposed by Canadian 
witness Gary Ford to account for one system in 2004 that he believed was improperly excluded 
from the sample due to a clerical error in the Bortz database. See Gary Ford WDT (CDN Ex. R- 
2) at 21; SP PFOF 330. The remaining shares are adjusted pro rata. 



To restate these valuations so that their relationship is preserved but the adjusted 

percentages total loo%, the following calculation is performed: 

34.40X + 3 1.60X + 17.40X + 7.20X + 1.9OX = 100% 

92.50X = 100% 

X = 1.081081 1 (adjustment factor) 

Restated Bortz PS - 34.40 x 1.081081 1 = 37.18919% 

Restated Bortz JSC 3 1 . 6 0 ~  1.0810811 = 34.16216% 

Restated Bortz CTV 17.40 x 1.0810811 = 18.81081% 

Restated Bortz PTV 7.20 x 1.0810811 = 7.78378% 

Restated Bortz Canadian = 1.90 x 1.0810811 = 2.05405% 

100.0% 

2005 B. 7 

The 2005 augmented Bortz valuation figures for these five claimants (see McLaughlin 

WDr (SP Ex. 6) at 1 1-12 (Chart 5); SP PFOF 3 17,330) are as follows: 

PS 35.80% 

JSC 35.20% 

CTV 14.10% 

PTV 7.05% 

Canadian 1.65% 



To restate these valuations so that their relationship is preserved but the adjusted 

percentages total loo%, the following calculation is performed: 

35.80X + 35.20X + 14.10X + 7.05X+ 1.65X = 100% 

93.80X = 100% 

X = 1.0660981 (adjustment factor) 

Restated Bortz PS - - 35.80 x 1.0660981 = 38.16631% 

Restated Bortz JSC - - 35.20 x 1.0660981 = 37.52665% 

Restated Bortz CTV - - 14.10 x 1.0660981 = 15.03198% 

Restated Bortz PTV - - 7.05 x 1.0660981 = 7.51599% 

Restated Bortz Canadian = 1.65 x 1.0660981 = 1.75906% 

100.0% 



We next calculate the Canadian share for each year as adjusted by the Ringold survey of 

Canadian, PS and JSC content for 2004 and 2005. See SP PFOF 331-336. The JSC and PS 

portions of the distant Canadian signals must also be calculated and will be added to their 

respective shares in Step 3. 

2004 A. - 
In 2004, carriage of distant Canadian signals equaled 2.05405% of the Basic Fund 

royalties. This must be apportioned to Canadian, JSC and PS using the Ringold survey for 2004 

as follows3: 

Canadian share of Signal 2.05405% x ,5993 - - 1.23 1077% 

JSC share of Signal 2.05405% x ,271 6 - - 0.557825% 

PS share of Signal 2.05405% x ,1275 + 0.261 866% 

Other 2.05405% x .0016 0.003286% 

2.05405% 

(see Ringold WDT (CDN Ex. 4-A) at Table 1; SP PFOF 335) 

The apportionment factors have been recalibrated to equal 1. 



As noted above, the Ringold survey contained an "other programming" category. 

Though the amount is very small, for added precision, we recalculate the Canadian, JSC and PS 

shares to total loo%, after excluding the "other programming" category, as follows: 

1.23 1077X + 0.557825X + 0.261866X = 2.05405% 

2.050768X = 2.05405% 

X=1.0016024 

Canadian share of Signal 1.231077 x 1.0016024 = 1.23305% 

JSC share of Signal 0.557825 x 1.001 6024 = 0.55872% 

PS share of Signal 



2005 B- - 
In 2005, carriage of distant Canadian signals equaled 1.75906% of the Basic Fund 

royalties. This must be apportioned to Canadian, JSC and PS using the Ringold survey for 2005 

as follows: 

Canadian share of Signal 

JSC share of Signal 

PS share of Signal 

Other 1.75906% x .0016 0.002814% 

1.75906% 

(see Ringold WDT (CDN Ex. 4-A) at Table 1; SP PFOF 335) 

Again, we recalculate the Canadian, JSC and PS shares to total loo%, after excluding the 

"other" programming category, as follows: 

Canadian share of Signal 

JSC share of Signal 

PS share of Signal 



2004 A. - 
In this step, we apportion the Canadian signal to Canadian, PS and JSC by setting 

previously calculated Canadian portion of the Canadian signals at 1.23305% (or by reducing 

2.05405% by the combined PSIJSC portion) and adding 0.26229% to PS and 0.55872% to JSC. 

The results are as follows: 

PS 

JSC 

CTV 

PTV 

Canadian 

2005 B. - 
In this step we apportion the Canadian signal to Canadian, PS and JSC by setting 

previously calculated Canadian portion of the Canadian signals at 1.06365% and adding 

0.16844% to PS and 0.52698 % t o  JSC. 

The results are as follows: 

PS 

JSC 

CTV 

PTV 

Canadian 



We now have the relative valuations of five claimant groups (PS, JSC, CTV, PTV and 

Canadian) expressed to represent a 100% universe. The next step is to combine this universe 

with the remaining claimant groups (Devotional and Music) for which final net shares have been 

determined. Devotional receives the same share as in the 1990-92 litigated proceeding. See SP 

PFOF 672-688. Music receives the shares determined by the Zarakas study in this proceeding. 

See SP PFOF 350. This adjustment is achieved by reducing each of the shares of PS, JSC, CTV, 

PTV and Canadian by 6.39375% in 2004 and 5.79375% in 2005 (the combined shares of 

Devotional and Music). 

The 2004 Basic Fund results are as follows: 

Devotional 1.19375% net 

PTV 7.28611% net 

Music 5.20000% net 

PS 35.05692% net 

JSC 32.50091% net 

CTV 17.60809% net 

Canadian 1.15421% net 
100% 



The 2005 Basic Fund results are as follows: 

Devotional 

PTV 

Music 

PS 

JSC 

CTV 

Canadian 

1.19375% net 

7.08053% net 

4.60000% net 

36.11373% net 

35.84890% net 

14.16107% net 

1.00202% net 
loo0/* 



Step 5 combines the shares of JSC, CTV, PTV and Music into a single Settling Parties 

share. 

Tlie f i a l  2004 Basic Fund results are as follows: 

Settling Parties 62.59512% net 

PS* 35.05692% net 

Devotional 1.19375% net 

Canadian 1.15421% net 

100% 

The final 2005 Basic Fund results are as follows: 

Settling Parties 61.69050% net 

PS* 36.11373% net 

Devotional 1.19375% net 

Canadian 1.00202% net 

100% 

* Note: The PS award is a ceiling. Settling Parties believe that the substantial (and 

increased) amount of non-cornpensable PS programming on WGN in 2004-05 provides a 

substantial record basis for reducing the PS award below their Bortz share. See SP PFOF 342- 

348. 



We begin by calculating, for each year, the percentages for PS, JSC, CTV and Canadian 

relative to each other, derived from the Bortz survey as augmented by McLaughlin, see SP PFOF 

309-324, as if these four claimant groups constituted 100% of the entire universe of claimant 

groups. 

2004 A. - 
The 2004 augmented Bortz valuation figures for these four claimants (see McLaughlin 

WDT (SP Ex. 6) at 11 (Chart 4); SP PFOF 314-317, 330) are as follows: 

PS 34.90% 

JSC 32.00% 

CTV 17.60% 

canadian4 1.90% 

To be conservative, we incorporate an adjustment to the Canadian share proposed by Canadian 
witness Gary Ford to account for one system in 2004 that he believed was improperly excluded 
from the sample due to a clerical error in the Bortz database. See Gary Ford WDT (CDN Ex. R- 
2) at 21; SP PFOF 330. The remaining shares are adjusted pro rata. 



To restate these valuations so that their relationship is preserved but the adjusted 

percentages total loo%, the following calculation is performed: 

34.90X + 32.00X + 17.60X + 1.90X = 100% 

86.40X = 100% 

X = 1.1 574074 (adjustment factor) 

Restated Bortz PS 34.90 x 1.574074 = 40.393519% 

Restated Bortz JSC 32.00 x 1.574074 = 37.037037% 

Restated Bortz CTV 17.60 x 1.574074 = 20.370370% 

Restated Bortz Canadian = 1.90 x 1.574074 = 2.1 99074% 

100.0% 

2005 B- 7 

The 2005 augmented Bortz valuation figures for these four claimants (see McLaughlin 

WDT (SP Ex. 6) at 1 1 (Chart 4); SP PFOF 314-317,330) are as follows: 

PS 36.20% 

JSC 35.50% 

CTV 14.20% 

Canadian 1.65% 



To restate these valuations so that their relationship is preserved but the adjusted 

percentages total loo%, the following calculation is performed: 

36.20X + 35.50X + 14.20X + 1.65X = 100% 

87.55X = 100% 

X = 1.1422045 (adjustment factor) 

Restated Bortz PS 36.20 x 1.1422045 = 41.347801% 

Restated Bortz ISC 35.50 x 1.1422045 = 40.548258% 

Restated Bortz CTV - - 14.20 x 1 .I422045 = 16.219303% 

Restated Bortz Canadian = 1.65 x 1.1422045 = 1.884637% 

100.0% 



We next calculate the Canadian share for each year as adjusted by the Ringold sutvey of 

Canadian, PS and JSC content for 2004 and 2005. See SP PFOF 331-336. The JSC and PS 

portions of the Canadian signals must also be calculated and will be added to their respective 

shares in Step 3. 

2004 A. - 
In 2004, carriage of distant Canadian signals equaled 2.19907% of the 3.75% Fund 

royal tie^.^ 

Canadian share of Signal 

JSC share of Signal 

PS share of Signal 

Other 

(see Ringold WDT (CDN Ex. 4-A) at Table 1; SP PFOF 335) 

5 The apportionment factors have been recalibrated to equal 1. 



As noted above, the Ringold survey contained an "other programming" category 

Though the amount is very small, for added precision, we recalculate the Canadian, JSC and PS 

shares to total loo%, after excluding the "other programming" category as follows: 

1.31 7993X + 0.597209X + 0.280354X = 2.19907% 

2.195556X = 2.19907% 

X= 1.001602 

Canadian share of Signal 1.317993 x 1.001602 - 1.320105% 

JSC share of Signal 0.597209 x 1.001602 = 0.598166% 

PS share of Signal 

2005 B. - 
In 2005 caniage of distant Canadian signals equaled 1.88464% 

Canadian share of Signal 1.88464% x ,6037 - - 

JSC share of Signal 1.88464% x ,2991 

PS share of Signal 

Other 

(see Ringold WDT (CDN Ex. 4-A) at Table 1; SP PFOF 335) 



Again, we recalculate the Canadian, JSC and PS shares to total 100%, after excluding the 

"other" programming category, as follows: 

1.137756X+ 0.563695X+ 0.1 801 71X 

1.881622X = 1.88464% 

X= 1.001603 

Canadian share of Signal 1.137756 x 1.001603 = 1.139579% 

JSC share of Signal 0.563695 x 1.001603 = 0.564598% 

PS share of Signal 



&Q 

In this step, we add the JSC and PS portions of the Canadian signals to their respective 

shares, while concomitantly reducing the Canadian share of the Canadian signals by that amount. 

2004 A. - 
We apportion the Canadian signal to Canadian, PS and JSC by setting previously 

calculated Canadian portion at 1.3201 1% and adding 0.28080% to PS and 0.59817% to JSC: 

PS 40.67432% 

JSC 

CTV 

Canadian Signal 

B. - 2005 

We apportion the Canadian signal to Canadian, PS and JSC by setting previously 

calculated Canadian portion of the Canadian signals at 1 .I 3958% and adding 0.1 8046% to PS 

and 0.56460% to JSC: 

PS 

JSC 

CTV 

Canadian Signal 



We now have the relative valuations of four claimant groups (PS, JSC, CTV and 

Canadian) expressed to represent a 100% universe. The next step is to combine this universe 

with the remaining claimant groups -- Devotional and Music (PTV does not participate in the 

3.75% Fund). Devotional receives the same share of the 3.75% Fund as in the 1990-92 litigated 

proceeding. See SP PFOF 672-688. Music receives the shares determined by the Zarakas study 

in this proceeding. See SP PFOF 350. This final adjustment is achieved by reducing each of the 

shares of PS, JSC, CTV and Canadian by 6.10725% in 2004 and 5.50725 in 2005 (the combined 

shares of Devotional and Music). 

The 2004 3.75% Fund results are as follows: 

Devotional 

Music 

PS 

JSC 

CTV 

0.90725% net 

5.20000% net 

38.19024% net 

35.33673% net 

19.12630% net 

Canadian 1.23948% net 
100% 



The 2005 3.75% Fund results are as follows: 

Devotional 0.90725% net 

Music 4.60000% net 

PS 39.24120% net 

JSC 38.84867% net 

CTV 15.32607% net 

Canadian 1.07682% net 
100% 

Because PTV does not participate in the 3.75% Fund, its share is zero for both 2004 and 

2005. 



Step 5 combines the shares of JSC, CTV and Music into a single Settling Parties share. 

The final 2004 3.75% Fund results are as follows: 

Settling Parties 59.66303% net 

PS* 38.19024% net 

Devotional 0.90725% net 

Canadian 1.23948% net 

100% 

The final 2005 3.75% Fund results are as follows: 

Settling Parties 58.77473% net 

PS* 39.24120% net 

Devotional 0.90725% net 

Canadian 1.07682% net 

100% 

* Note: The PS award is a ceiling. Settling Parties believe that the substantial (and 

increased) amount of non-compensable PS programming on WGN in 2004-05 provides a 

substantial record basis for reducing the PS award below their Bortz share. See SP PFOF 342- 

348. 
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